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Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

Foundation's decisions examirled
By Curtis Winston
StaftWriter

Rex H. Ball, acting president of the
SIU Foundation, came under the close
scrutiny of the faculty senate Tuesday
as be tried to answer senators'
questions about how the foundation is

run.

In his first formal meeting with the
faculty senate, Ball side stepped
questions from senate members about
how the foundaooo decides to spend its
money.
Senators were particularly curious

about why Chancellor Lawrence K.
Pettit recieved foundation money as a
reimbursment for his move from Texas
to Illinois in May 1936.
Ball said the foundatioo's board of
directors makes the decisions and sets
the policies on bow mOlH:Y is spent,
leaving the senator's questions on the
reimbursement.
. "WbatIgavethemwaspolicY,which
is all I can do," Balll2.ter said in a
telephone interview. "1 tried to be as
open as I could wi til them."
Ball was made acting president in

November just four days after being
hired as foundation vice president.
Rumors have circulated that be got his
job because be was a colleague of
Pettit.
Ball was vice president for ad-·
ministration and university relatiom:
at Laredo State University in Texas.
Pettit was chancellor of the University
System of South Texas, whicli.I.SU is a
part of.
In a Dec. 2, 1987 Southern lliinoisian
See FOUNDATION, Page 6

Gus Bode

Gus says Rex is gonna be the
Foundation'. ball and chain

Professor happy
with resol·ution
of grievance
By John Baldwin

December. Ruder said the
committee's hearing was
unfair because it ltiolated
University
grievance
procedures.
According to the settlement:
-Ruder wiJl have a
graduate assistant working
with him·
-A~iJate Jab space will be
provided for Ruder in the
clinicaJ center, where he
conducts _research with
children;
_ -When use of the computer
facilities in the Communica lions building is
required, transit service will
be provided for ~ children so

StaftWriter

Kenneth Ruder, professor in
Communication Disorders and
Sciences, said Tuesday that be
was pleased with the settlement of his grievances
although some were dropped
because they were no Jonger
relevant.
Ruder bad complained in
September Ulat his Jaboratory
space was unfairly taken
_away ,:o.n $8,000 research grant
Wa1' taken out of his cootrm
and bis tbree graduate
assistants were taken away.
Tbe changes occurred wbile
Ruder was ona trip to Europe.
A faculty committee
rejected Ruder's grievances in See PROFESSOR, Page 5

Admissions limiting
freshmen enrollment
By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

The director of admissions
and records announced
Tuesday that an enrollment
limit of 3,500 incoming
fresbmen bas been placed for
Fall 1988 to prevent overcrowding in campus housing.
Admission to incoming
freshmen probably will be
closed on April 1, Admissions
and Records Director Kirby
Browning said at the Faculty
Senate meeting. He said his
office would be notifying a
target group of freshmen of the
proposed April 1 application
deadline.
The University bas targeted
women, minority groups specifically blacks and

This Moming
uso to consider
changing its name
...- Page 6

Scott:Salukis
ready to rally
s-r,37.

Sports 28

Hispanics - and high quality
students as people the
University wishes to recruit to
improve the ratio of these
groups in the University,
Browning said.
Browning reassured the
senate that these groups were
not being treated separately,
saying, "the person could
certainlv fit into three of these
groups."
Students who wish to enroll
in programs that need
students also are being
targeted, Browning said.
Browning stressed that
enrollment would not be clos4lC1
to transfer students, "because
they have less options than a
See ENROLLMENT, Page 5

..".....,.., ....... ....
Sen. Glenn Poshard, right, and .... ~
Collum, coordlnaklnl 01 the SImon for
President campaign -In Southern Ullnois,

discuu the Iowa caucus ....u... T......y
morning at Simon ~n hesdqu.rters
at the Marion Holiday Inn.

Professor:- Robertson viable
By Dana DeBaaumont
StaftWriter
Form~

TV evangaIist Pat Robertson
raced in front of Vice President George Bush
in the ~blican Iowa caucuses Monday
and deftniteJy will contend for the party
nomination, John Jackson, political science
professor and dean of the College of Liberal
Arts,said.
"Robertson coming in secood in the Iowa

caucuses is the big story, the big surprise,"
Jackson said. "Both of the reverends
<Robertson and Democratic eandidate Jesse
Jackson) have noo-traditiooal candidacies
and dedicated constituencies. '!bey woo't
have to drop out as other candidates will
have to."
Jackson said the New Hampshire primart
. . . CAucus, Page I

CIA gave Noriega secrets subcommittee be saw U.s.
WASWNGTON (UPI) marked
The
CIA
provided documents
Panamanian leader Manuel "classified" that gave Noriega
information
about
Sen.
EdAntonio Norieg\l with
classified U.S. documents ward Kennedy.. D-Mass., Sen.
detailing the politics and Jesse Helms, R-N.C., and
"personal problems" of Senate aides.
"We had information about
senators investigating
corruption in Panama, a Senator Helms and we also had
former Panamanian diplomat information about Senator
Kennedy," Blandon said. "We
told Congress Tuesday.
Jose Blandon, until January had information stating his
the general consul of Panama (Kennedy's) political positions
in New_York, told a Senate _and his personal problems."

official
ongoing investigations of U.S.

Student tells of
life in Panama
-Page 8
SeD. John Kerry, D-!4LJS.,
bec!d of the Foreign Relations
subcommittee where Blandon
testified, expressed outrage at
the revelations.
"It's about as disturbing a
revelation All ~~ve~" in his

activities in Central America,
Kerry said.
Blandon said similar
documents were provided by
officials in the White House's
National Security Council and
that Noriega also received
information from Lyndon
LaRoucbe, a rigbtwing
political extremist.
_ Blandon also !!Bid Noriega,
s..CIA,_Pate_~

__ _
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Thailand forces to launch
full-scale attack on Laos,
PHITSANULOK. Thailand (uP!), - Thailand will mount Ii
full-scale military operation against Laos in a disputed border
area, Thai military leaders announced Tuesday, charging their
enemy is being assisted by foreign troops. The Thai army
commander in chief, Gen. Chavalit Yongchaiyut, said he expeeted hea vy casualties in the new offensive against Laos, which
has been battling Thailand for about 10 weeks over a 27-squaremile strip of mountainous jungle 270 miles north of Bangkok.
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Salvadoran government rejects rebel request

The most complete stock of natural
foods and vitamms in Southern Illinois

SAN SALVADOR, EI Salvador (UP!) -'The government"
rejected a proposal by leftist rebels Tuesday for a new round of
cease-fire talks in two weeks, saying it prefers to reopen
negotiations after ~_ Marcb 20 local electi~, ~oberto _Ed·
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mundo Viera, the culture and communications minister, told
reporters the government had turned down the the guerrillas'
proposal for a new round of talks within a deadline of two weeks
following the mayoral and legislative elections.

Violent acts mar campaigning in Bangladesh
DHAKA, Bangladesh (UPI) - Clashes between supportP.rs of
rival candidates aDd other political unrest left one pen."'Il dead
and more than 100 injured Tuesday on the eve of local elections.
OffICials said goverament workers would assist 300,000 security
personnel in OVersGeing the start of polling Wednesday in which
some 42 million people are eligible to cast ballots.

Israeli trial t>f retired autoworker nears end
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Lawyers for the retired U.S.
autoworker accused of being a brutal World War II death camp
guard argued Tuesday for his acquittal, claiming he was falsely
identified as "Ivan the Terrible." Defense lawyer Yoram Sheftel
spent the first day of summations assailing methods used by
Israeli police investigators to identify Demjanjuk as "Ivan," a
sadistic guard who. shoved thousands of Jews and other
prisoners into Nazi gas chambers during World War II.
lobbyist'~ laWyer tells jury to end 'nightmare'
WASHINGT(;N (UPl)- Lyn Nofziger's lawyer urged a federal
jury Tuesday to end the ex-presidential aide's "nighbW\re" and
clear him of charges he cashed in GIl his White House connections
to win business for his White House connections. But special
prosecutor James McKay told the jury the evidence gathered
during a nearly year long investigation showed the former White
House aide viciated cooflict-of-interest laws.

Ree.~jan

prOmises support for U.N. resolution

WASmNGTON (UPI) - President Reagan assured the Saudi
Arabian foriegn minister Tuesday that the United States will
renew its efforts to win passage in the U.N. Security Council of
an arms embargo against Iran. White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said Reagan gave the promise to Foreign Minister
Prince Faisal al-Saud, who anived at the White House bearing
two letters to Beagan from Saudi King Fahd. Fitzwater SIlld one
of.the Arab monarch's letters urged prompt passage of the U.N.
resolution while the United States holds the chairmanship of the
~ty Council this month.

Anyway you
slice it,
Domino's Pizza'is
a great deal!
Use atl

Of . . ,

Probe finds no engine failure in plane's crash
. WASHINGTON (UPI) - A federal safety investigator said
Tuesday there was no sign of mechanical problems involving a
Pacific Southwest Airlines airplane that crashed in California
during a shooting rampage by a fired employee. The Dec. 7, 1987,
crash at San Luis Obispo. Calif.• killed the 43 people aboard PSA
Flight 1711. Kenneth EnssIin, a National Transportation Safety
Board investigator, said a preliminary report revealed no airplane or engine airworthiness problem.
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others to ratify contract

. WASHINGTON(UPI) - Preliminary figures showed Illinois
United Mine Workers joining their national counterparts in
ratifying a DeW contract with the Bituminous Coal Operators
Associatioa by a 2-to-l margin, unioa spokesmen say. The
associatioa is the bargaining unit for 14 major companies with
mines in Dlinois.Indiaoa, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia;V"Jrginia; Alabama and other states. With twMhirds of
the eligible locals reporting, the vote was running 2-~1 in favor
of a contract that would affect 65,000 miners natioawide, a unioa
spokesllDDJ said... :..
'
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Tobacco-injury case
leaves no clear-cut
winners, prof says
By Phyllis Coon
Staff Writer

Jayne Thompson spoke at 8 pr8ftS conferenee at the Du Quoin State Fairgrounds

about the possibility of bringing the Hambletonlan hamess raee back to Du Quoin.

State conlmittee appointed
to bring Hambletofiian back
ay Dana DeBeaumont
Staff Writer

Gov. James R. Thompson
and Southern Illinois have a
"better than fair chance" of
bringing the Hambletonian,
harness racing's most
renowned race, back to Du
.Quoin, William Hayes n of
the Hambletonian Society
said.
Hayes, whose family owned
the Du Quoin State Fair until
the state purchased it in 1986,
said the Hambletonian
Society moved the liambletonian from Du Quoin to
the Meadowlands, New
Jersey, in 1981 because it had
uncertainties about what was
happening in Du Quoin.
The Hambletonian - one of
the legs of harness racing's
triple crown - was moved by
the Hambletonian Society
from the Du Quoin State
Fairgrounds after 21 years
for the attraction of more

V

SAlll"l

money and larger crowds at
the Meadowlands race track.
Hayes; Jayne Thompson,
the governor's wife;
Lawrence Pf'ttit, chancellor
of the University; and State
Sen. Glenn Posbard are
members of a' "blue ribbon
committee" appointed by the
governor to create a proposal
to bring the Hambletonian
back to Du Quoin. The
committee held a press
conference at the fairgrounds
.Moo:~ay.

•...llley can rest ilssured
Hayes said. '~
have IlOt.hini; to worry about. '
Tbe socIety bas been
receptive to the idea of
bringing the race back to Du
Quoin, Hayes said, adding
that the Illinois Legislature
has a long history of supporting the race.
Wben the Hambletonian
needed purse money. the
Legislature helped formulate
DOW."

n IIlIlFNCY EXCHANGE

"They take Dride in

A hung jury in a Mississippi
man's lawsuit against a the fact that they
tobacco company is as close as haven't paid money to
a plaintiff has come to winning
a tobacco-injury lawsuit, a law people their products
school professor says.
have killed."
But the professor, Donald
Garner, said the case was
-Donald Garner
discouraging because the
judge ruled that ordinary
tobacco, even if it Causes
The Horton case was difcancer, was an acceptable ferent, Garner said, because
product and that its sale did "evidence was well presented,
not make the company liable.
and there was expert
Nathan Horton, 50, a two- testimony from scientists."
pack-a-day smoker who Evidence at the trial proved
contracted lung cancer, filed Pall Mall cigarettes contained
the $17-milliof! suit against contaminants, including
American Brands Inc. in 1986. pesticides, radioactive
Horton, who died during the ISotopes and as~tcs, Garner
tria!, claimed that the Pall said.
Mall cigarettes manufactured
But he said he still considers
by American Brands caused the case a landmark for two
his cancer and that Amf'rican reasons: it was the first not to
Brands was liable.
lose a jury trial and it
American Brands argued genera ted
significant
that Horton chose to run the publicity.
risk of illness and that the
cigarettes were not to blame.
"There were at least 30
for his illness.
reporters there," be said. "It
A mistrial was declared was an invasion of a small,
after the jury was unable to poor town in Mississippi.
decide on the case.
There were 50 lawyers at the
Garner, an expert on trial and many stockbrokers
tobacco litigation, said the and BMWs. It was v~ exsplit decision by the jury was a citing to see the recognition of
VIctory for the tobacco in- the trial."
dustry. "They take pride in the
fact that they haven't paid
Gamer has studied tobacco
money to people their products litigation for 15 years. He was
instrumental in the forhave killed," Garner said.
The fact that the advertising mulation of the University's
methods 0[ tobacco com- smoking policy, which will ban
panies were not considered in smoking in campus buildings
the judge's ruling also made except in a few designated
the trial unfair, Gamer said areas.
Tbe methods use deception to
~ people into smoking, he
Gamer said he wiD accept
saId
an offer to write part of the
10 the past five years there 25th Anniversary U.S. Surgeon
have been two other trials General's report on legal
involving
tobacco-related restrictions on public smoking.
illnesses. Garner said the "I want to be involved in what
plaintiffs lost because there . kind of appropriate policies
was no proof to back up their this society ought to adopt to
claims that cigarette reduce a virtual plague of
manufacturers
were tobacco injury and deaths,"
responsible for their illnesses. Gamer said.

a funding scheme, and when
the barn was destroyed by
r1l'e. it came to tilt' rescue,
Hayes said.
"I got to know Springfield
pretty well," he said, adding
that getting support for the
move should not be too difficult. "Some of the crowd
who voted. not to move it (the
Hambletonian) are still on the
board and there are individuals who don't like it at
the Meadowlands.
The earliest the HambJetonian couJd return to Du
Quoin is 1991 because of a 3year
contract
with
Meadowlands.
Jayne Thompson said the
governor has kept his promise
to get the fair back on its feet,
with the Hambletonian being
the only thing missing.
.
The governor "is pulling out
the s~" to convince the
society It's worth the effort to
bring the race back, she said.
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Opinion & Commentary

Bible-quoting case
not worth the fuss
THE SIDESHOW OVER the subs!itute teacher who
:)uoted the Bible in a math class at Carbondale's Lincoln
Junior High School is a classic case of making a mountain
out of a molehill.
Instead of raising a ruckus, John Stivers, the father of
twin students at Lincoln, should have gone directly to the
school board. Since the teacher, Curtis Caldwell, was in
clear violation of district policy and the C9nstitution,
Caldwell would have been dismissed from the substitution
roster. This is eventually what happened, but with a lot of
unnecessary fanfare.
-.
Had this course been followed, Stivers would have
succeeded in turning his problem into Caldwell's problem
instead of disrupting the school, the school board and, .
worst of all, the students.
AS IT STANDS now, however, a discussion of the function of religion in public education has snowballed into a
forum that is sometimes more bitter and angry than it is
productiv~.

This isn't to say the debate itself is pointless, but only to
point out both sides would benefit by backing off and
looking at the other more objectively.
Some, including the bible-quoting teacher Caldwell,
argue that the public education system should promote
religion. This idea that religion should be imposed on
students is, at best, a narrow-minded attempt at addressing complex problems that always have existed in
society. At worst - as in Caldwell's case - it is a disguise
for hailing a particular theology as a panacea for the whoie
of humanity, if everyone o!lly would see things his way.
ON CLOSER EXAMINATION, the question arises,
"What sort of parents would want their child being taught
religion in a public school anyway'?" The parents wouldn't
have control over the doctrines being taught. This could
lead to big problems on the homefront when junior's
religious beliefs begin to conflict with Ma's and Pa's.
This is the whole basis of parochial school systems.
Religious' schools exist nationwide to serve parents who
want their children to have that type of upbringing.
Public schools have a hard enough time effectively
teaching current subjects without throwing the wild card
of religion into the rin~. Not only would it be impossible to
give all religions a fall' hearin2. but it also could lead to
sharp animosities between students who differ in beliefs.
FORTUNATELY, THE SCHOOL board was wise enough
to realize Caldwell was out of step with the educational
mission of a mathematics class.
Stivers asserts that his children still are suffering
discrimination stemming from Caldwell's error in
judgment. The American Atheists are continuing plans to
sue Caldwell and the school board.
One certainly can sympathize with Stivers over the
alleged prejudices of which his daughters are victims. But
Stivers and the American Athiests also should realize
nothing is to be gained by pressing the issue.

Letters
Rescue Black American Studies
-from University's indifference.
The Black American Studies general education core
program is in the process of curriculum. Numerous efforts
being eliminated. The were made to get them reinprogram, under the School of stated. No action has been
Social Work, has continued to taken yet. Although the BAS
courses are not required for
deteriorate.
graduation, they are very
First, Locksley Edmondson, popular. An increasing
the former BAS coordinator, number of students are taking
resigned after little or no effort the courses - in fact, they .Ilre
was made to keep him. A much filled to capacity.
larger blow to the BAS
In May, 1986, then-Vice
program was the forced President of Academic Affairs
resignation of Dr. Maria John Guyon said that the
Mootry. Of the three full time removal of the two BAS
faculty members, only Dr. courses from the g.mf!r.d
Luke Tripp remains.. Dr. Tripp education curriculum woo1d
now has- been denied tenure not spell the end of the
and more or less been given his program. The fact that BAS
faculty and courses are being
walking papers.
P-liminated does spell the end
In fall of 1985 two BAS of the program.
courses were dropped from the
John Guyon, now the

Atheists, too, must stand before the Lord

I bate to disappoint someone
addressed as an atheist who
used the excuse that church
and state are separated to
mean that there is no God, but
I would just like to point out
that CUrtis Caldwell did Dot
write the Bible bimseH.
If America should pretend it
is more advanced than God
IF THIS ISSUE is so important to Stivers and Caldwell,- (because I bear 80 much about
why not choose a course of action that would heal the rift, how big the end oi the 19808 has

not widen it'?
Manl oetions are ",""SSible. Atheists and Christians could
hold • philosophical r<JIlDdtables" to discuss their differences. Atheists who have never attended Christian
worship services could be invited, with the promise that no
hostility would come their ways. Christians could read
humamstic philosophy while keeping in mind that it isn't
the work of Satan, but of a person who views things dif- .
ferently.
It's a wide split between the two extreme camps in this
issue, but humanity has bridged many rivers in its historr..
Instead of bringing in lawyers, why not bring in goodwill
and more open minds'?

Doonesbury

president of the University, is
in the perfect position t.CI live
up to "his word. The Black
American Studies courses
provide a detailed insight into
black American history,
culture and traditions, as well
as those of other minorities.
The black American experience should not be omitted
from thecuniculum.
I bave come to the· c0nclusion that the University
lacks commitment to the BAS
program. Too much time has
gone by and no action has been .
taken to strengthen the BAS
program .. How many more
years, how many more excuses will there be before we
can ga, some solid results? Sharon Meeks, seDlor,
physiology.

made our free country) then
wby have any laws at all?
Should laws allow John
Stivers to ro'l all over campus
like an enraged man imposing
upon your children the idea
that GOd does not exist and the
assumption that the isolation
oi the church is going wbring
about there not being a God?
Wby should someone not
accept the Bible because in-

stitutions are separate? How
can a man be responsible for
his own actions before God,

"8:f? ~

=

U:~

:t:llfu
atheism itseH takes some
getting use to but I am radical
enough to say that I, for one,
am not going to stand for i l Mary McWhorter, freshmllD,
child eare, John A. Logan

'Teachers may not force beliefs on students
letter·

This is an open
to
CUrtis Caldwell.
I would like to thank you for
making my job harder. I am
an
student in the College
of Education. I am also a

sruoC

history major, secondary
level.
It is my fll"lD belief that
religion shOuld be taught in the
home and in places of worship.

I also believe that religious
philosophy is interwoven with
historical occurrences and
that this should be part of the
teaching of history.
.
God or Allah bas a place in
every perso!! whose choice it is
to believe, but it is DOt the.
place ~ man to force any
belief.
.
Religion can be taught in

BY-GARRY TRUDEAU

schools as long as it is taught in
a DOn-religiOUS mannel", as in
the history of philosophy. It is
not yOW' place nor mine to
quote the Bible or to make
Unrelated references to God
outside of the subject matter.
You are paid to teach a subject, not a belief. - R.
Franklin PoIf, senior. biBtor)'
educ:atioa
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we,,"cohon of outhorship <onnol be mode' wilt nol be
publi.t>ed.

PROFESSOR, from Page -1".---.-~they do not need to cross the
street. Ruder had said that
making the children walk from

the clinical center to the
Communications building was
unsafe;
-Ruder will control one of
the research projects that was
taken away from him. The
other project, however, will
expire on Feb. 14, and Ruder
said be chose not to continue
the project;
-Ruder will not pursue his
grievances with College of
CO'Dmunications and Fine
Arts Dean Keith Sanders,
whom Ruder said violaOOd. the
University's grievance
procedures. Ruder said, "The
resolution of my substantive
grievances today makes it
unproductive for me to pursue
my grievance against Dean
Sanders."
Ruder, who med grievances
in December with CCFA, said
he came to an agreement with
Benjamin Shepherd, acting
vice president for academic
affairs, after only an hOl!r of
negotiations in mid.January.
He said the agreement needed
to be formalized and CCFA
and the department needed to
be consulted before the settlementeould be announced.

~'J

"If I have any misgivings
Ruder said that without
about the resolution, it is that it union Support, he probably
has not solved the primary would not have taken the case
problems of the grievance as far as he did.
proced...-e," Ruder said.
"I had to spend a semester
"I did not feel the hearings - a lost semester that was
at either the department or the tying up my time and my
college supplied me with due colleagues' time - on this,"
process," he said.
Ruder said. "There was no
Ruder said be was not upset dialogue, -there was no
with anybody on the com- discussion with the way the
mittees that reviewed him.
process is set up ...
Gary Kolb, faculty organizer
Kolb said, "Why do we put a
. for the Illinois Education faculty member through a
Association, said, "We are degrading and possibly
clearly talking about humiliating procedure that has
procedu...ll problems and not absolutely no binding effect?"
personnel problems in any
Under
University
sense."
procedures, 8 grievance can
The Illinois Education be med first wiih the departAssociation,
which ment and appealed to the
represented Ruder in his college, the academic vice
grievances, is vying to president's office and then the represent faculty and staff at president's office..
sm if they choose to tmi,onize.
When grievances are filed
Kolb and Charles Zuc.\:er;
lEA organizer, said the with the president's office, the
Judicial
Review Board decides
grievance procedure still has
many problems, althougb whether to hear a case and
Ruder's grievance was setded reports its decisions on the
cases it hears to the president.
under the current process.
The president reviews
Zuck~ said, "If the lEA had
not been here for the pa.st two decisions on grievances and
years, the administration then makes the final decision.
The last step in the
would not have had tht"
pressure it had on it to take University appeal process ~
the Board of Trustees.
action."
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Bus Service
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CAUCUS, from Page 1 - - - on Tuesday wi'J likely winnow
out Republican candidates
Alexander Haig and Pete du
Pont and Democratic candidates Bruce Bab~it and
Gary Hart.
"Gary Hart said he would
let the people decide. The
~ple have decided. It's over
if he doesn't do much better
in New Hampshire," Jackson
said.
Hart
was
the
Democratic
front-runner
before hi& political fortune
was - rocked !iy a bighly
publicized sex scandal.
In the Republican caucuses,
Robert Dole led the pack with
S1 peTcent, Robertson -had 25
percent and Bush had 19
percent. Jack Kemp followed
in fourth place with 11 percent, fl'.!l~ed by Pete du
Pont with 7 percent and
Alexander ILlig with less than
1 percent.
Bush is expected to win in
the New Hampshire primary,
but if he doesn't "his campaign is mortally Wl)UDded."
Jackson said.

On the DemoCratiC SlOe,
Richard Gephardt scored a
win with 31 percent, Paul
Simon fonowed closely with Zl
perc,~t and lIichael Dukakis
had 22 percent. Jesse Ja(>.kson
followed with 9 ~nt and
Bruce Babbit scored 6r.cent,
while Gary Hart ail... Albert
Gore scored less than 1 percent
each.
Mark Gzmyrid, an Illinois
delegate for Gephardt and
student in computer information processing, said he
hopes Southern IIlinoisians
will take Gephardt seriously as
a candidate after his Iowa
lu.Jsh.
"One roadblock (for
Gephardt)
has
been
eliminated," Gzmyrid said.
"Anything can happen in 8
presidenti~j election. You've
Just got 1(, take it one step at a
time.
"I realize this is a Simon
district," Gzmrid said, adding
that be hopes Southern
IIlinoisians will consider
Gephardt as a candidau~. "I

really think Gephardt will be
the next president."
Jackson said Gephardt's win
is a boost, but may not
necessarily turn into votes in
New Hampshire. He can't be
called the legitimate frontrunner, he added.
"Simon did as well as expeeted in I\)Wa with a cl().<'~
second," Jackson said. "3ut
he'll have to run like crazy in
New Ham.pshire and can't stop
a minute to calcli his breath.
It's a ~ way to make a
living...

Steven Akey, dt'puty press
secretarv for Dukakis, said
Dwtakill finish in the "top
tier" proved that he is running
a national campaign and that
he, as an I:astener, can
compete with Midwesterners
in the Midwest.
"We hope to build
momemtum in New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont,"
Akey said. "It's a marathon
and we plan to get positive
responses in the early states."

SPRING BREAK
_tick~ts also available

529-1942 or 549-3739
715 S. University Ave.
(On the Island - Upper Leven
,........Mu'.M'M"·'t'M·M'uwm.OWUuuu..WB""'ttMM"IUIUllHINtllM""INlIHWWUWl\\UUl.m
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Students: I
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Guice G.
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i STRONG
1m
Democratic Candidate
for States Attorney

Larry Pettit iii the last five
years," he said.
Ball said he was recruited by
the sm FOILdation 8M "came
towo.-kfor Anne Canrum," but
then "instantaneously became
president."
Carman resigned from the
foundation on Nov. 6 to become
vice president of the Council
for the - Advancement and
Support t)f Education in
WasbingtonD.C.

The SIU Foundation is a not·
for-profit corporation that
raises funds for SIU-C. It is a
_separate eutity from the
University, and has its own
board of directors.

By virtue of his position,
Pettit is a member of the
foundation's board of directors. Guyon also is a member
of. the board by virtue of his
((]Sition
Gola Waters, chairman of
th~ senate's budget committee, said he invited Ball to
the meeting as "a matter ofcourtesy," so - Ball could
"address the senate about his
new ideas."
"I didn't llitend for it to come
out the way it did ... It wasn't
meant to be a trap," Waters
said. He &ojd Ball "would
probably be asked to come
back to the senate and clarify
some things."

IREGISlllATI~N LOCATIONS & INFORMATION:
*Carbor .dale City Clerks Office
609 E. Colle~e. Room 114
Open 8:00am til! ~oon and 1;oopm
till 5:00pm Monday thrlJ Friday
last Day to Register: Feb 15th
Phone - 549-5302
*Jackson CountyClerk's Office
iOth & Walnut - Murphysboro
Open 8:00am til noon
Mon-Fri thru Feb 11 and
8:00am til noon
on Saturday feb. 13th
Phone 684-2151
Two forms of J.D. with your
name and current address are required

I
I

-

-

ENROLLMEN1-, from Page 1
new freshman."
Freshmen who

are turnfld

away from applying would be
eneouraged to try again in
Spring 1989 or to go to a junior
college. If they decided to
attend a junior college, they
would be encouraged to take
English, math and speech
courses, rather than taking
them at sm~, because Ui05e

(~wrses ~.~ aJways filled the

quickly._

Adnussioo has increased by

20 percent in the last two

years. In 1986 about 2800
freshmen were admitted,
while in 1987 about 3400
freshmen were admitted.
At the beginning of -each
year campus housing has been
overassigned, with :.idents

being assigned temporary
living quarters. As a resuit,
three people were (>~:ten
assigned to a two-person room. _
The faculty senate wasn't
asked to vote on the matter.
However, Browning did ask for

the senate's informal lipproval, whicb memilers gAve
by nodding their heads.

~

Encourages you to Register
to vote for the March 15th
Primary Election

FOUNDATION, from Page 1 - .
article, P~ttit said
he "wasn't directly involved in
his (Ban's) selection." The
chancenor also said that be
w';"ked with Ball indirectly
through LSU'l! president.
Ball opened up his presentation to the fat:ulty ~I.e by
talking about his connections
- to Pettit. "I've known Larry
Pettit for about four or five
years," he said, adding "I
plead guilty to being his employee."
Ball went on to deny rumors
that he is "a close friend or a
buddy" of PettiL "I've spoken
to (President) John Guyon
more times in the last two or
three months than I spoke to

Hurryl!
President's Day
Weekend
Tickets
Going Fastl

I

If you're interested in working on C.O.B.A.
faculty Member Guice Strong's Campaign call

I .

687.3620
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·uso to consider name change,

Police Blotter
Jewelry and video equipml!tlt valued at $1,590 were
soolen Monday night from the
residence of Wayne L. St.
John, associate professor in
vocational education studies.
The burglar forced open the
rear door of the residence at
1213 W. Freeman St. between
7:15 and 10:30 p.m, Carboodale police said.

The hood of the Datsun was
pushed under a 1988 Ford
truck owned by Charles N.
Goembel of Strawn, Ill., which
rolled to hit a 1974 Datsun
truck. The Datsun truck was
owned by John A. Attard,
senior an finance, police said.
Police said the cars were
legally parked and each
vehicle, including the tow
truck owned by James E.
Jackson of Carbondale,
Carbondale police arrested sustained over $250 damage.
two University students
There was no record of
Monday night and charged citations filed against the
t.~.m with the Jan. 30 robbery
driver.
of a Dl)mino's Pizza delivery
man, pohLe reports said.
Andrew D. Carr, sophomore
A vehicle swung and hit a
pre-major, and Nathaniel L. parked car while being towed
Korsbak, freshman in ar- from the Studtmt Center circle
chitectural technology. were drive Feb. 2, University police
arrested and taken to Jackson said.
County Jail, repor.ts said.
Police said the steering
The two allegedly stole two
pepperoni pizzas and an in- column of a 1974 Chevrolet
sulated carrier at 2:32 a.m. Corvette owned by Scott I.
from a delivery at 610 E. Pasley, senior in special
College Street. Police said one education, was unlocked when
of the robbfry suspects was Larry Georgeff of Larry's
Towing, in Carbondale, towed
masked.
The sto!en items are valued it against traffic on the oneway
drive. The Corvette
at $68.7::. The victim was an
turned and hit the left front
empl~-ee of the Eastgate Mall
fender
of a parked 1983 Merfranchise, police said.
cury owned by Timothy J.
Casey, junior in sociology.
A driver from Jim's Towing
ran into a parked car at 105
Greek Row Sunday morning,
causing a five-car accident,
Nearly
University police said.
Charles D. Bond, 27, of 158
our
Carbondale Mobile Homes,
said he was day dreaming
when he hit the right rearquarter panel of a 1980 Toyota
owned by Mark Hequembourg,
senior in accounting.
Hequembourg's car was
parked on the left side of
Douglas Drive 100 feet north of
the Greek Row entrance,
according to police reports.
The Toyota hit a 1983 Datsun
280Z owned by Stepben K.
Rush, junior in accounting,
which was parked in front of it,
police said.

fill senate, committee openings
By Susan CurtiS

Two bills to seat senators
also will be voted on. Cindy
Schnaitman is up for a seat
on the School ~ Technical
Careers;-·

Staff Writer

The Undergraduate
Student Organization will
again consider a bill . to
change its name to the
Undergraduate Student
Government Association at
its n.eeting tonight in
Student Center Ballroom D.
The bill was tabled and
turned over to the USO
committee on internal affairs at the January
meeting because a name
change would involve
changes in the USO constitution.
John Attard, USO
president, said many
students think USO stands
for United Services
Organization, a group that
entertains the U.S. armed
forces.
Student government
organizations at most other
universities contain the
words "student government" in the title, be said. A
name change would make
SIU-C more consistent with
them.

Schnaitman was to be
seated as a senator for the
School of Technical Careers
at the last meeting, but a
bill to impeach Kevin Marro
failed and the seat was not
vacated. The bill to seat
Schnaitman was turned
over to the committe on
internal affairs.
A bill to seat John Grigas
as an East Side senator also
will he voted on.
In addition, elections will
be held for USO committee
seats. Some nominations
were taken at the last
meeting, but the floor will
be open for nominations
again tonignt.

Nominations include Bill
Hall and Thea Rubin for Pro
Tempore; Kip Ingrnanson
and Judy Thompson for
committee on internal af-

fairs; and Arzo Burnett and
Dara Lawyer for finance.
A resolution proclaiming
Feb. 16-21 as International
Student Week also will be
voted on. Tbe week would
coincide with the International Festival,
sponsored by the International Student Council,
which consists of exhibits by
international students and
provides opportunities for
learning about other
cultures.
Several registered
student organizations are
requesting funding, including: Elementary
Education
Student
ASSOCiation, $542; Delta
Chi, $700; Pan-Hellenic
Council, $1650; Student
Alumni Council, $310;
Recreation Society, $500;
USO, $390.65; Malaysian
Chinese Association Club,
$50; International Student
Council, $200; Financial
Investment Society, $550;
and Blacks in Ergineering
&: Allied Technology, $1150.
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F~ltyyears

0,1 c'redit help
celebrated/by
SIU union
.....
By Holly J. CorrIngton
Staff Writer

.• '

"The only avenue

~-:tv-n:;cn;IJt;;f b II,
Fifty y~~g~~~rfi
~mii\Br~chers m Southern 'the '308 was through

. Illinois - until the JacksoD
County Teacher's Credit Union
stepped in.
The credit union, DOW known
as the SIU Credit Union, will
observe its 50th anniversary
Thursday. Only about 150
Illinois credit UDlODS have been
operating l~er.
The credit union was
chartered in 1938. Because of
the pool' economic status of
teachers in the late '308 and
early '405, it was almost impossible for teachers to obtain
credit.
"The only avenue open to
teachers in the '308 was
through loan sharks, who
charged 20 to 40 percent interest rates," Dale F.
Schumacher, credit union

loan sharks, who
charged 20 to 40
percent interest
rates ,"
-Dale F. Schumacher
president, said.
David McIntosh, the first
treasurer, operated the cn;dit
union out of his home until a
campus location was provided.
In 1956, the name was
changed to Southern Dlinois
Credit Union because 98
percent of its members were
employed at the University.
The name became the SIU

eHlnB:HOUSE

Valentine Speeial
. rWithD~ef:RecclVe-'

'~:rfi~ ~oved''-tO Its
present location, 1217 W. Main

I

Barbe~ue Rib
Plum Wine FREE I
. _.4 _._ .1~!.I?~Y.1"~~~J

Credit Union in 1983, when
membership was expanded to
include the SIU Alumni

•

I

I

...
~

....

Hours: 11-10 Mon-Thurs. 11-11 Friday 4-11 Sat. 4-10 Sun.

St., in 1971.

Today, the SIU Credit Union

bas assets of nearly $20.3
million and ranks amoog the 60
largest credit unions in the

state. Its members include
SIU-C and SIU Foundation
employees, members of the
sm Alumni Association and
more than 400 student employess of the University.
Services offered by the union
include Dlinois Guaranteed
Student Loans, checking accounts, home-mortgage and
Federal Housing Administration bome improvement loans, a senior
members club, drive-up tellers
and other traditional savings
and loan plans.

Flowers, candy fan love's flames
By Phyllis Coon
Staff Writer

Some Valentine gift
Serious or silly Valentine
gifts can either be from the ideas include:
heart or from the funny bone, chocolate roses,
but the traditional gifts remain
Sexual Trivia. boxer
flowers and candy.
"When people want a shorts and Love Birds

symbolic gift they buy red
roses or red carnations,"
Laurie Moon, assistant
manager at Bobby's Flower
Co., 607 S. Dlinois Ave., said.
The sOOre is taJri...g more orders ahead of time this year,
sbesaid.
At

the Uciversity Mall,

Ecetera clerk Betty Fbertz
said Fannie .May candies are
selling well. But, if a unique
candy gift i.E wanted, Trivia
mana~er LYDIl Greenstein said
fast selling items are chocolate

suckers shaped like roses and
hearts.
Greenstein said the store
also offers boxer shorts with
three different designs for both

Trivia and Hot Matches are
selling. Bubble bath and
flavored whipped cream are in
demand also.
H you are in the mood to give
your Valentine something that
breathes, Fish Net, in the
Murdale Shopping Center sells
Canaries and Love Birds,
Marsha Wisely, a clerk, said.
The Student Center Craft
Shop plans a Valentine's Day
Craft Sale Friday. Brian
Wood, SPC Fine Arts Chairman and a senior in business
administration, said many of
the sales people are from the

mea aad women. Sbopperseaa community. A wide variety of
choose from shorts with '"
items ioc1uding wood carlove you." "Heartbreaker:' or vings, blown glass and band
"Lusty, Sexy and Erotic" sewn dolls will be available.
printed on them
The sale is from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m" at the Hall of Fame
A manager at Spencer Gifts
Square in the Student Center.
said sexual games like Sexual

Church members await' 'great tornado'
GARY, Ind. (UP!) - Welfare
officials have removed two
children from a Gary church
where a smal baud of worshippers are holed up awaiting
a great tornado that will smite
many buts~ the righteous.
Authorities
Monday
removed 13-year-old Allen
Simmons and 12-year-old
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j \ Travel Sen'ice
701 S. University

Charles Russell from the
Repairer of the Breach Church
as truants from school. They
were placed, temporarily, in
foster care.
"I wasn't surprised." said
their mother, Patricia Sanders. "I will continue to trust
in the Lord and stay until the
tornado comes...

A hearing was scheduled
Tuesday to determine what
action should be taken to ensure that Sanders' two sons
attend school.
About a dozen people are
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fiU aU night with the drinks of
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living at the - church,
authorities said, waiting for a
great tornado foretold by the
pastor's wife, Annie Sims.

SPC Consorts
An

presents ...
•
EvenlngWith

Stanley. Jordan
February 10th, 8pm
at Shryock Auditorium
Allseats$9,res~rved
Tickets on sale at the
Student Center Central Ticket Office

Houn:Man-Sat9-7 Sun 1-5
529-3097
A.troP from Old Train Depot
I06S.
A....

" ... He is destined to turn the guitar world on
its ear," Fred Goodman, New York Post 6/30/84
" ... (his) amazing two handed technique enables
him to sound like three musicians playing at
once." Phil DiMauro, Variety

'No cameras or recording devices allowed!'
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Student's family feels effects
of protests against Noriega
~~::: R a h e "

~~~e in neighboring Costa
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Spadafora became disenI
chanted with the Sandinistas I
. ...
I
and ~ decided. tn.~,":---t _-"'~.
I
'. Panama. He got eight miles t - _ ..... aMiponbolWOOidOit~ It- • $ • - ~_
I
into Panama and allegedly I .... _oH.n.eu._ _ ... ...,. ....... _ OHergooddun~WP II,'pel:in::::: wHh I
was captured, interrogated,
_~"..:~!:.~!!"!:.~~t:!.'~OO..!!!!. ___________ _
tortured and killed by soldiers
near the town of Concepcion.
uThi-:; action brought the
wrath of the Panamanian
people," said Garner.
Since the Spadafora incident, Noriega became increasingly involved in drug
trafficking and the .illegal
trade of American technology
&
to Cuba and Nicaragua
According to a recent arAdriana Curry'
ticle in the New York Times,
Noriega provided a base for .
Curry was raised in the the Central Intelligence
same neighborhood as Agency to eavesdrop on
Blandon, who was chief of the communications and financial
electricity and water transactions occuring in
department of Panama at Central America. However,
Beer
that time. He used to drive intelligence
officials
her to work: at a bank each suspected Noriega was
morning, said Curry . supplying information perEveryone in the neighborhood taining to the United States to
Wednesday Special not
knew that Blandon dealt with the Cubans.
.valld with any other coupon.
Noreiga, she said, but no one
"Noriega was good at'
no substitution••
knew he was involved as playing both sides against the
deeply as it now appears.
middle to get what he wan"He's (Noriega) .always ted," Gamer said.
corrupt," said Curry. "He's
"The idea that the
always been dealing with American people have of the
drugs," Curry said.
situation in Panama is not
Noriega became military complete," Curry said.
ruler of Panama in 1983 after "There was a time from
a power sruggle that began in August to October when if you
1981 when General Omar had anything white in your
Torrijos was killed in a plane car, the police would stop you
crash
and destroy it because white
"Noriega rose to power on a is a symbol of opposition
populist banner attempting to against Noriega."
take over Torrijos' popular
uThere's no freedom. of
support," said William speech in Panama," Pat
Garner, associate professor of Curry said. When a message
political science.
opposing Noriega is written
saId.
The Torrijos government on the street in white, troops
The problems in Panama was known for corruption, but come and paint toe Whole
began before Noriega's in- it also was fair to the street black.
dictment by· a federal grand Panamanian people, Gamer
Pat, who took interest in
jury on charges of cocaine said.
Panamanian politics after he
trafficing and other drugAt the time Noriega came and Adriana were wed in
related offenses.
to power be was supportive of 1986, said be bopes nothing
Jose Vlandon, until January the United StAtes anti- serious will happen to his
the general consul of Panama Sandinista poliCies in fatber-in-Iaw since the
in New York, resigned his Nicaragua.
Another shooting.
"Her father has been
post and testified before the Panamanian doctor, Hugo
grand jury which banded Spadafora, supported the named once and identified as
down the indictment
Sandinista cause and took against Noriega," Curry said.

SIU-C student Adriana
Curry's father experienced
fU"Stband the consequence of
protests against Panamanian
strongman General Manuel
Antonio Noriega.
A public medical doctor in
Panama, Curry's father was
shot in the legs last July by
riot police as he left the
hospital in Panama City
where he worked.
Curry, who is Panamanian,
and her American husband,
Pat Curry, graduate student
in telecommunications and
instructional design, recently
returned from Panama after
having spent the Christmas
holiday with her family.
The shooting incident occured as Noriega protesters
staged a peaceful demonstration near the hospital
Curry's father, mother and
brother were leaving the
hospital as riot police called "Dobermans" by
Panamanians - arrived to
disperse the crowd.
Curry says her mother and
brother jumped a fence to flee
police. Before her father
could get over the fence,
police fIred buckshot into his
legs.
"My mom kept running,"
Curry said.
" Luckily
somebody else found him and
took him to the hospital,
because if troops saw him he
would've been taken to
prison."
Shortly after the incident,
Curry's father lost one of his
jobs as a public medical
doctor. "Without any reason,
the government said, 'don't
co~e in anymore,''' Curry

LAROMfI·S PIZZA
Wednesday Special

LARGE liTEM
2·32 oz. Pepsi's

ONLY
$7
Special

3 b •• r. for '1.00

515 S.II. C'dale

CIA, from Page 1 - - - - - working in concert with the DEA those drug smugglers
Colombia's cocaine kingpins, whom the cartel wanted to get
expertly manipulated the Drug rid of.
Enforcement Administration.
He noted a recent U.S. antiBlandon said the DEA's main drug effort in Central
contact with Noriega, a man America, known as Operation
be identified as Luis Quiel, also. Pisces, had been ballyhooed by
served as one of NOriega's the Reagan administration as
liaisons to the Colombia a success story and that U.S.
cocaine cartel. He said Quiel officials had sent Noriega a
periodically would tum over tq letter of thanks for his

cooperation in the effort.
In reality, Blandon said, "It
(the operation) did not affect
anyone in Panama." Blandon
said the operation was
"premature" and suggested
U.S. officials pushed ahead .
with it because .,Attorney
General (Edwin) Meese
needed to have one success in
the .war."
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Living Room Suit.

5-12

_

KJtchen Utenslll

3 Pie<;e Sofa/ loveseafl Armchair

Join Us To Ring In The
Year Of The Dragon (4686)
CHINESE NEWYEAI SPECIAlS
LADIES' "16HT
(I)MQQ-Wed (2/15.2/17)
_ .
No Coupon Required

52'·134"

Folding Tabl••

(across from Univeniry MaW open 7
457-8184

Fujl or Blue Typhoon

-

16 Piece
IGrthen DI..-.,.. Set
C~ezio 100% Ladies' Leather

Cowboy I DreIs Bootl

$199.95 Value

$34.90

$59.95 Value

$35.00

$75.00 Value

$200.00

$400.00 Value

$12.00
$29.95 Value

$I~OO

$12.60

$29.95 Value

.30.00

Capodimonte
136.00
Floral Centerpiece
.
$199.95 retail
Selection of ....Ith & "'uty AI_
value
50% "llCOUnt from ....III.,....,.....
"Moth.... IlION constant thon _ ..._
Our Inventory chong_ . . . .Iyl" .

BUYER'. CLEARING HOUSE
103 South 13th St.
Murphy.boro. IL 62966
PHONE: .14-2120

I

.~

I.

Roses

$28~"9 ~

;;;;'!bmf:&:grr;:}JtIt/:J}NMf:':::'.;:::::::::Ci:~:::;.:;.;,.;.;;.,..,.,.".,..,, 't:';)~@k&;::;:;&';il'

Flowers by Country Fair would like to help you make someone happy this
Valentine's Day. We have top quality. long stem Madame DelBard Roses.
These wine red roses are sure to create a romantic atmosphere. Call
457-0381 and order your roses today, we will deliver them anywhere in
Carbondale for free! Flowers by Country Fair accepts Visa and Mastercard.
Call today and avoid the weekend rush.
Pre-pricro $2.49

t;

'. t
~

.

RICh in viJunlin~
Tf'ndet bUllrh

Ruffles

Coffee

$1 ~~Cao $1 !~Bag
a
Country Fair Price

ffUrn Our In-SlIm- Ralwn
frbh H,'fUrmddf·

Broccoli

Cherry Pie

68~Ch

$3~~ch

from

~axie's Dell
A1lWhll('M(~dll

Turk

NabiSCO

Rt'g_urCht"W}'

lk",il1()u~

Chips Ahoy

$191~~
Pkg.

Frum Our lu~Sture Baker\'

Breast

S 98

UJ.

Booelt55Lean

PorkCutleta

Sl88

U>.

Seitz

Lunehmeata

SI391, 0z.Pq.
All Varieties

...........................

49
IM:I~~ ~~:~.~E~.......~l!l!l~~~ru
............................
P

KellO/lll's

Tarts

~

~

~

Carbondale

I

country.

•

Fair Coupon a

II

~

I

3 8 t ~llul~lllilllll
Coupon :
:
~

Krispy Salline

a Crackers
~~~~."" Bo~

~:;'dale I
Fair

l:il~'~1Yi"
Um~~:.=r.:~Y'
!UIIL~i~1 i
.
.. , .... ; •••••••••••••••••••••••••• J
. 160z.

Country Fair Meats
Quality You Can Taste

Value You Can Trust

First quality pork. that's what you receive at
Country Fair. We buy only U.S.D.A.
government inspected pork. so you can
shop with confidence. For the best value 0,1}.
pork in town, come to Country Fair"i:~~::
.~.
you'll be licking your chops over t\..:~-., ~
our chops. Guaranteed!
-- .
.

.

~ ~_.:r'"

~

rt";a;';tti '82 7 t ~:;ng;..poD: ~~
r ····························~
Carbondale I

0

~ ...:==~t::.....Jm!j~~~

.,iiiiinQ.

0

15 Oz, Can

1\ Il :

•..COMPARE THE BOTTOM LINE
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Bogus brokers' scheme bungled
as disguised bond traders fail
CHICAGO (UPI) - Ten
people - including two who
allegedly disguised themselves with wigs and makeup
to engage in bogus bond deals
- have been charged with
unlawful commodity trading
activities, U.S. Attorney Anton
Valukas announced Tuesday.
The charges are the result of
an lS-month investigation that
uncovered four separ-d.te and
elaborate schemes, which
caused hundreds of thousands
of dollars in losses for brokers
and brokerage firms on the
Chicago and New York
MercanWe Exchanges and the
Chicago Board of Trade,
Valukas said.
"We expect in the next year
to devote as much in the way of
resources toward prosecutions
involving business and whitecollar crime as we have to the
prosecution of official
corruption," Valukas said.
"The average citizen as well
as the businessman must be
able to rely on the integrity of
the marketplace and those who
r>perateit."
Four men, including a floor
brGker and a former trader at
the Chicago Board of Trade.

'Free love'
lands poet
in prison
BEIJING (UPI) - A
Chinese poet who
organized a commune of
young, single people in
Shanghai and advocated
free jove was sentenced
to five years in prison for
.'hooliganism,"

Chinese

sources said Tuesday.
Zhang Xiaobo, 24, of
southern
Jiangsu
Province, was arrested
last May when Shanghai
authorities discovered he
shared an apartment
with another young man
and several women, the
sources said.
Zhang and his companioru; in the communestyle household advoca ted "free love. " a
concept frowned upon in
China where sex outside
marriage is effectively
illegal, the sources said.
The Shanghai Intermediate People's
Court last week sentenced Zhang to five
years
in
prison
after he was convicted of
"hooligan crimes," the
sources said.
Friends earlier had
voiced fears that Zhang,
whose works have been
published in anthologies
of modern experimental
poetry and several of·
ficial magazines, might
be executed.
The term hooliganism
in China covers several
crimes, induding theft,
mugging and rape, and
carries a maximum
penalty of death.
The sources said
Znang's sentence apparently was unusually
light because none of the
women involved came
forward to accuse him of
rape and the only
charges against him
were filed by the state.
Zhang was the third
poet to run into trouble
With authorities in recent
months.

were indicted for wire fraud, modi ties, would offset some of
conspiracy and violations of the trades in his own account
the federal Commodity Act as to make sure there was a profit
the result of an elaborate no matter which way the trade
scheme that involved the occurred, Valukas said.
wearing of disguises to execute
The scheme was uncovered
bogus trades in the Treasury when
the four walked away
Bond pit, Valukas said.
from
a contract that showed a
The alleged masterminds of
the scheme - Thomas San- $160,000 loss one day but on the
ders, 40, and Dan Kolton, 24, following day became a
both of Chicago - allegedly $600,000 winner. Authorities
created phony credentials and' began looking into the deal
trading jackets to give to when no one claimed the trade,
Daniel Dewey, 39, of Hen- Valukas said.
dersonville, N.C., and Davis
Others named in indictments
Pelleu, 45, of Chicago, who
disguised themselves in or criminal informations
makeup and wigs while were:
-Jeffrey Donnelly, 28, of
trading a t the Board of Trade.
Dewey, a former CBT Chicago, a broker for CRT
Inc. who traded in
Services
trader, and Pelleu allegedly
placed various orders through Standard & Poors 500 Stock
previously selected brGkers. Price Index futures contracts
If, at the end of the day, the on the floor of the Chicago
trades proved to be profitable, M,.r"':::Int;].o. V ...... h~,·u!e.
the defendants would claim the
-Robert Hitch, 56, of
profits through another account. If the trade was a loss, Maryville, Tenn.; John Zell,
they would walk away from 29, of Itasca, m., and Bruce
the trade and the broker would Hartman, 23, of LaGrange, Ill.,
be saddled with the loss, who allegedly participated in a.
scheme from January 1986 ttl
Valukas said.
Sanders, a CBT floor broker July 1986 to avoid margin calls
able to buy and sell com- by Heinhold Commodities.

New York Post to file
unfair labor chargeto
postpone shutdown
Nl!:W YUKK CUPlJ - The
New York Post's unions
Tuesday prepared to file unfair labor charges against
owner Rupert Murdoch in a
last-ditch effort to block his
threatened shutdown of the
newspaper if the unions refuse
to accept massive cutbacks.
Murdoch Monday vowed to
stop the presses permanently
at the 187-year-old Post on
Feb. 19 unless unions
representing 1,220 workers
accept deep slashes in salary
and staffing to enable him to
sell the financially troubled
newspaper to a real estate

de~~=~O~!~ ::!~~nio sell

estate developer Peter
Kalikow.
"We're filing because of
their refusal to negotiate,"
McDonald said. "They say
there is no negotiating on the
Feb. 19 date or on the $24
million (in cuts). I think we
ought to be able to negotiate on
both of those areas."
At a brief meeting Monday
with stunned union leaders,
Murdoch demanded a 12
percent across-the-board pay
cut for the paper's workers
and layoffs of 79 employees,
amounting to $8 million in
annual savings over three
years.
The Australian-born media
baron told the unions the sale
of the paper to Kalikow was
contingent on the cuts.
Kheel said Monday that
Merril Lynch & Co. and
Bankers Trust deemed
financing an Employee Stock
Ownership Trust plan
feasable. But while he expressed optimism, he noted the
Feb. 19 deadline would make
an already tough job tougher.
But a spokesman for Murdoch said Kheel's plan was out
of the question.
"He said that it's too late,
that the door has been closed,"
spokesman Howard Rubenstein said. "He said that if it's
:~,~likOW, (the sale) will not

the Post because of a federal
rule barring cross-ownership
of a newspaper and television
station in the same market. He
also owns WNYW-TV in New
York.
Outraged union leaders
blasted Murdoch's plan as a
"crime" and charged he would
be responsible for the tabloid's
demise if he carried out his
threat to dose the paper.
"We will ask the National
Labor Relations Board for an
injunction that would stop
them from shutting down on
the 19th of February until the
case is heard," said George
MclJonald, president of the
Allied Pnnting Trades
Council.
"The
paper
is
McDonald said he and
Newspaper Guild President hemorrhaging, losing much
Barry Lipton planned to meet more than $17 million a year,
with the Guild's lawyers and advertising has fallen off 25
would file the charges late percent," he said. "Mr.'
Murdoch is unwilling to subTuesday or Wednesday.
The Allied Printing Trades sidize it any longer."
Rubenstein said Murdoch's
Council is an umbrella group
that represeuts the editorial lawyers had reviewed the plan
and crafts unions at the Post, and found it broke no laws.
"His attorneys have advised
which was founded by
him that he's in c'lmpliance
Alexander Hamilton in 1801.
An injunction also could buy with the law," the spokesman
time for labor lawyer and said.
Kalikow, who has no exmediator Theodore Kbeel, who
is advising the unions on a plan perience in the newspaper
to buy the Post through an business, has denied he is
Employee Stock Ownership buying the Post for the choice
Trust, possibly in conjunction waterfront real estate under
with another pUblisher; for th& ·its plant, ·as MUle· union
same price offered by real leaders feared.
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Say Happy Valentine's
To Your Someone Special!
With a c.ake from the

Student Center Bakery

chocolate kiss cake

heart cake

decorated with name

white cake, decorated
with name

4.20 each plus tax
Student Center Bakery Mon-Fri. 7am-5pm
The Best
Cuisines in the Carbondale Area.

t\ftltftiJc.

GJc.~D€NS
$3.95 Luneh Buffet 7 day a week

lla.m.-2p.m.

Lunch- Buffet-Dinner
Cocktails-Carryouts

. , Make you.r Valen.tine Day 8ft
reservatioRS earlyl
V
Feb.I8-29th 20% offanydJ.nner.
Have A Happy Chinese New Year
1901 Murdale Shopping

Center
Hours:Sun-Sat
We OHer Delivery
. Lunchll:00am-3:00pm
Service within
Dinner 3:00pm-1O:OOpm
~ $ mile radius
Friday & Saturday
529·2813
until l1:00pm
The Bat Hunan Suc:hlDtUlar. Manda""
cw.fna in the CArbondale Area

~ftJ1ftLft Fjt~r fOOD

pens February' 17th
Free soft d.rink with
any meal.
3 dishes to choose from
with eggrolls IUld
steamed rice
'2.75

\ Food coupons are aVilllilLblc~1

Bours:
Sun-Thars
I lAM-I IPII
Fri-Sat
IIAM-2AM
802 S.IWnois Ave.
629-3388..

27.99-63.99

Famous American Designer
Early Spring Collection

20% OFF.lncluaes pao!'S 'iIc.rts. JaCkets. sweaters. & blouses Assorrea COI~
SIzes 4·,4. Offer good thru 21'4;88 Reg 3500-80.00 career Dressmg

29.99

Counterparts" Slacks

Pleated trousers In baby gaberaine Black.•vory. musr.room Or navY
s,zes 6·,6 Offer gooo thrU 2/14188 Reg 4000 career Dressing

19.99

Missy Twill Pants

63% OFF. Belted trousers With Stitched pleats. Poly/cotton twill in white.
khaki navy. kelly. red. black, pink. blue. yellOw.I;Jac.<Yseafoam.OIfergood
thru 2/14/88 Sizes B·18. Reg. 32.00. Misses separates

Calvin Klein Sp;)rt®
spring I Croup

25.99-59.99

30% OFF. casual pants Skirts. sw laters. & tops In salmon. navy or sand 100%
(otton SIZes 4·,. & S·M·l Reg 3800'86 00 Weekenaer

17.99

Maternity pants

25% OFF. Snap to fit t;ousers tn poly/cotton auck. Assorted cOlors S,zes 616
Offer gooo tllru 2/14/88 Re<J 2400 Maternity

24.99

Anne Klein for New Aspects'
Short Sleeve Blouses

V·nf?(k tOP faShioned With T·bOCIY 100% polyener '" jvory black red Tfal
taupe or magenta NOr ai! COlors It; all store Siles 6·1{) Offer goOd

thru 2 ' 14'88 Reg 35.00 ladles' Blouse-s

17.99

Judy Bond rA, Blouses

Featunng burton fror;i & rell'!>vable as.cot tie With necklacE 100% POI vester
In White. black pink blue or carnation SIZes 8·18 Offer gOOCl thru 2:13'RS
Reg 22 00 tadJes' BlOUses

Tan Jay'~ Coordinates
"Immediate Attractions"

31.99-58.99

Ergee'"' Cotton Tights
SO% OFF. Choose from assorted
ACC~SOft~

ra'o"

SIZes 5 M l Re<J '000

4.99

1.99-8.99

E:'1tire Stock sale Belts

75% OFF. learher Vinyl. & fanTlc belts. fn a variety of COlors SIZes S-M-l
Reg 500 3600 Acces",,,,,,

4.99-20.99

Selected Sale Handbags
75% OFF

Leather fabnc

&

Vinyl bags In a vanety of colors Reg 2000'8400

A~CessorlE!'S

9.99

Selected Vinyl Handbags

ChoOSE' from ove~lled tl"J(tured f~shlon & multi-COmpartment handbags
AssorffoO colors Reg 2400 ACCesSOriES

Assorted Fall Shoes
Dre5~

500rt S. (asual shoes 1:1 V3f1P[ Y of fabncs 8. (oiOrS SIZes 5

19.99
9&

10

Sl7.E") Ii. St~'I~ may vary bv store R~;J 2400'4400 Shoes

7.99 &9.99

Infants Knitwear

OIE'r,Sf'S (WO PI~(P sPts &. $weilter seTS for tluys' S. girtS' SIZf-l.; 3·24 mOr'!ths
In p~lsrel5 or WhiTE' Offef 9000 thru 2 1A '88 Rfg 1000 1000
Inf.1n£~ F. T()(10h?r"S

4.50-12.75

Cirls' Slips

25% OFF Full & n~lf ..,lIps In fashion & basIC Styles POIVico:ron or r.ylon In
wh,re SIZe<; 9·1. month\ Offff goOd 02111 ' 86 only ""'9 600 1700

Chllorlfn'S SIf'E'Pwear

39.99

Entire Stock
John Alexander" Slacks

off-White S,Z5616 Otlergooo thru 2'n·88 Re<J 4)007900 MISses

All wool K poly 'WOOl ~i~(kCj perfect for year·rounD wear ChOOse tlom
monel., w'tn plaIn or . ~eated front'":. MedIum gray charreal gray. black.
brown came-l Of navy S12"~ ~2 42 Offer good thru 2.'"'I0.{88 Reg 5000-6000

CoorctmatES

Tne Men'o; Store

15%. OFF. Jackett. pants. Skirt'S. 8. Olouses 1oo"lv polyester In

penwlnk~

or

17.99

Judy Bond") Blouses

n% OFF. Featunng detaChable labot With "pea"" neckliCf' PvJY"'ter (repe
de chlOe tn assorted pastelS SIZes 6"4 Offer goorHhru 2/13/88 Reg 2200
Pentes

17.99

Judy Bond":' Blouses

22% OFF. Featunng detachable labOt With "pearl" neckl""e pOlyester crepe
OeChme In assorted pastelS SIZes le·n \~ Offer gooo thru 2'13'B8
l1eg 2200 Woman's WallO

Junior Mock Turtlenecks
by Cerand Works'·
SO% OFF. OVerilzed knit tops With 1J(1 fibbing cono;,/poly

In

9.63

assorted

pastels SIZes 5 ·M·L Reg 2C 00 Young CII Cle

Junior Denim Miniskirts
Bastc flve'pocker & no·pocket Styles byCal"tn Klern'
100% (orron S.Z'" 3·13 Reg 2800 Young orcle

Lee~

Frosted Jackets

NO Excuses

9.99

& more

29.99

OVer5lzed frt In basiC design ,00% (otton heavy,ye.ght denim Ouantltles are
~rruted. l1eg 60.00. ,·oung Circle

Olga'" "Scoop" Pants

2/14.99

Select fmm laCetnmmed hipsterS & I)Iklf1JS ASsorted COlors S.zes 5·7
Offer gOOd thru 2'14188 Reg 90;0 Inr.mate Apparel

Olga~

"scoop" Control Briefs

14.99

No r.IO/''' ride· up Wltn "sCoop" fit Firm Control /IrJefs In white or pale blush
SIzes M' XXt Reg. 1900 Int;:'!'ate Apparel

eali® Underwlre Bras

11.49-12.99

St~1e ,620/Stzes 34'38 B. 52'40 C. 0, 00 setect WIllte or betge Offer good thru

3/12/88. Reg 15.0;0·17 50 Intimate Apparel

Selected Playtex"Cross Your Heart Bras

9.99

9.99

Meis label Ties

(ldSSIC ana rraal"t.lona\ rt€'at toularO"":. an 100'Y~ crease res,stant S,\k Reo. na,,~
lOurgunay. I)J.>{k WIllte. teal. Drown. rose. yellOW, or pmk Offer good thrU
2"2'88 Re<J 1599 Men'sFIJmISh.,,9S

17.99

Arrow® Bradstreet
Long Sleeve Dress ShIrts

Spread COitar' rnoCIeIS in easy-care poly/cottOn brO'ICIdoth
S,Zes '4""'7~"'sjj!eves 32·35. Your chOiCe ofsolKl colors - white, blue, graV,
or ecru Offer good thru 2/12188 Reg. 2200. Men's Fumishings

3.75-37.50

Entire Stock
Izod'·, coordinates

15% OFF. Includes knits. SlackS. 'Sweat~. ;ackets. & SOCkS AsSOrteo' COlOrs

SIZes M·l Xl Offff good thru 2/15187 Reg.

~00·0;000

Men's sparrswear

21.99

Belted HagLar'p/ Twill Slacks

52% OFF Platn front modelS tn PresSt.ge' 'easy·carp cottonlp"lly) All are
hemmed' reaay to wear NaVY khaki. gray. or black SIZes 30·40 W /30. 32. &
34l Offer gooo thru 2115187 Reg 2900 Men's Sportswear

Long Sl'eeve Sweaters by Saturdays®

19.99

Henle y neel mooel With mIX yarn styling Ramie/cotton ASSOrted colors
SIZes S'M lXl Offer 9000 while Quantltle5 last Reg ~ooo Red carpet

Selected Croup of cenerra®

26.60-42.00

30% OFF. Sport shirts fashion fleeCe. knitS & casual """ts Assortea labrocs &
colOrS S,Zes SM'l'XlI28'36 waISt selectIOnS may vary by Store
Reg 38 00·6000 Red carpet

Photo Albums by
MBI Manufacturers

Special purchase

999
•

Choose from tnree alfferent styles country WIth sllp'ln pockets. 'eat""'- I0OI<
With sllp·1n pockets & brag bOOk. leather look album WIth magnetIC par.,es
otter good thru 2128/88 The Home Store

Burns of Boston"',
Picture Frames

9.99

special purchase
Selert from wooo & brass frames SIZes ~x5. 5.7 & 8.10 Otter 9000 thru
2128188. The Home Store

Onelda® Pfaltzgraff Flatware

27.99

20% "FF. select from our five best SeIling flatware parrerns save on twenty
prece sets. four prece starter sets. & serv'!r sets Offer gooa thru 2128/88
Reg 34.99. The Home Store

Grad-level
internship in
Springfield
Sangamoll State University
in Springfield is accepting
applications for its graduatelevel Public Affairs Reporting
program.
Students accepted into the
program are assigned to intern
for six months with
newspapers, wire and audio
services, radio ar.d TV
stations, and magazines
covering the Illinois General
Assembly and state government.
Students receive $440
monthly stipends and tuition
waivers. Eight scholarships
are awarded on the basis of
financial need, academic
achievement and journalistic
potenthl.
The deadline for filing applications is April 1. For information, contact PAR
Program Director Bill Miller
at Sangamon State University,
Springfield, Illinois, 62794-9243~

Support group
to hold meeting

Rat race

The support group for
caregivers of elderly ~ns
(60 years and older) WI U he. "Ie
its next meet!ng from 6:30 to
8 p.m. on Feb. 22 at the
Veterans Administration
Nursing Home Care Unit, 2401
W. Main St in Marion. A film
will be shown regarding
medication .l!nQ the elderl¥.
The purpose of the group IS
to provide mutual support and
to ideutify specific needs and
concerns of caregivers. For
more details contact Charlotte
Cook of the Egyptian Area
Agency on Aging at 9'd5-831l.

Marlo Marclnczyk, a graduate student In physiology, tests the tissue of. rat's brain In lInc.1egren Hall Tuesday.

Lumber workers offered refresher course
A lumber grading course

especially designed for inspectors, yardmen, sawyers,
salesmen, edgermen and other
employees of the hardwood
industry will be offered on
Feb. 29 through March 4.
This five day course is offered by the Illinois Wood
Products Association. sru-c

and University of Illinois
departments of forestry, U.S.
Forest Service, Illinois
Department of Conservation
and the SIU-C Divison of
Continuing Education, in
cooperation with the National
Hardwood
Lumber
Association.

Persons who are new in their

poslbons or expenenced individuals who desire a
refresher course will benefit
from this course. The focus of
this short course will be on the
grading rJles with the overall
objective to make each participant "rules conscious. "
A field ; rip to 11 local grade
hardwood sawmill is planned.

A certified NHLA licensed
instructor will conduct the

short course.

The registration fee is $145.
For course registration,
contact Marie Malinauskas at
536-7751. For more information, contact Dwight
McCurdy at 453-3341.

DON'T FORGET

THIS IS
DANCE PARTY
Amaretto
2for 1 Stone
Sour

GRADUA

WEEK!

Mix Masters Inc.
Jeff Gibbs DJ Show

PUPPIESII
-Toy Poodle Reducedl
-ChowChow.
eCocker Spaniel.
Coming Soon: Long Hair Chihuahua
lUi_
Gigantic "-'I
Sa e
All standard size

Super Special Price.
on.20H & 29 Gallon
Set• u p.

woodgrain aquariums
ons~e

Power Filter
Sale
Auto Flo I & Uon Sale
Magnum 330 Canister
Filter•• •$20'"'0H

T FORGET!
A Jostens representative will be here
to take announcement orders!
nArtCarved representative will be her
to take orders for class rings!
Save $1.00 on your cap and gown!

ORDER BEFORE
More than just a fish store!
Murdale Shopping Center. M9-7811
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WESTRORD LIQUORS
I'IDRPflLE IttO.... IIIO CENTER

f 0~-Jn,., 'cf(~ ~
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~~Candies

Valentine Cards ~nd Gifts
Now Located in the Center of Murda1e
Hours: 9-8 Tuesday-Friday, 9-6 Monday-Sat.

529-2551

~~~

Valentine Gif'ts For He'

~.
eNew Jewelry just arrlved ~..
.
p
. . ' eJeweIryboxes
~

" Jewelry
.. Lingerie

~

&.

eStuffedanimals

D

e Potpourri

., - -

Moving sale still in progress, 50-70 % off selected items,

'

2461 West Main

\BCl'088 from Ramada Inn)
Mon-Sat
10:OOam-5:OOpm

West t"'ark t"'iaz&
2471 W.MaIn

v,.~~~,....

f)M~/A.A

Say HappyValen1inesDay
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t~· eSpedal V~lentine bouquets

,

-SIlk flowN Arrangements

~
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549-2343
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_____
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MurdaleSboppiugCuu529-1561
~
FWWER BOX n
f(J
1310 W. Walnut, M'boro

OPEN9-530MON-FRIC)..4SAT
~
LOCA TED IN THE KARCO BUILDINC COMPLEX
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WINTER
MERCHANDISE...

50%+20%
M-Sat
9:30-6:00
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300 East Main
Hunter Building
Carbondale, IL
457·8211

Hair Shop

Gift Certificates
Available

off

CarttSMenS_,

606 S. Illinois Ave. Carbondale

n~P
·
. I
~
Va I
entlne
Specla
~

Carnations
$10.00 for
One Dozen,

Sculptured Nails & Manicures
~~

n..;;:;S>P
't~;

"

A1,."

Carbondale
816 fa5\: MaIn 5t

100 N. GIenIIIew
(Near Murdale

3~ C~~EO;'1~~Im) ~Center)
~

~, V

549-7738

WEEIlEIID SPECIAL FREB DAY SPBCIAL

ed.,

~

BVERYDAY
IlATBS

(FrL"-. . . .6pmJ
(IIoB.,TlleLa . .
AlII1ories82.00
(Ewery Weekea4)
(E...-eryweek)
Rem S fIll'$5_00
Uaa.ltee..... , . ••
Reut_ymorie(~
Rat 5 toz-.$6.00
(LlJIIlt 5 at. time)
VCR or 1NKIt. for
VCR R_tal per
VCIlforweekeacl-$7.50
ldayaadlu:ep
' - ....y-$3.95
Ua1Imited-....VCIUill . . .a th_~erday
VCRReDtalper
!toUrS ~TtUL 1Qam.9pm
FIlEEIIf
WMk-$12.815
1'rla,5iIt lOilrr>-IOpm
(Ezc1adiDlllewlleleuesl
5unda\I: 12prn-9pm
. . lIeabenIaIp 1'-

f~ift Certificates Available

~

New Stylist:
Kenny Pitman

c3:)

rbePertedValentln.'
gift. for someone special

beadliners-.=s!.::'eau.. ~
_

STYLING
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457-2618

SALON

942-4006

If you can't take yOU~~
Sweatheart to the Bahama'sl~
Give the next best thing.

~~P

f

Order now for Valentine's
and save: $60 off 18K
$40 off 14K
..
$20 off 10K

p

,l(. )srl~I~~S
Date: Feb 8-12

Tome:

10-4pm

Deposit Required:

1;1

II Gift Certificate
from:
'20

~.~~______~71~O~B~oo==ks=t=or~e~____~~~-B3~

~_hV'CU~eT:>r~Jorl~~5ef'(U'(CJn"IPIf't~I'l"~~oo~I"I\o'CUcoIrfoee~

EUfOpVan
TanSpa

3OOE.Moin
Hunter Bldg.

Carbondale

.22 James St.
Carterville

529-3713

985-2875

.

LET'S BE FRIENDS'
Friends bring out the best in us
So when you need copies we'll do
our best for you. You asked for more
from us so we d~1 ivered, we now offer:
-lasertype service
•

Invites you and your valentine
to the Biggest And Best
Valentine's Day dance In Southern IIl1nolsl

. . FREE Flowers for the ladies!
. . Enjoy our special Valentine's Day drink!
8:00pm Saturday, feb. 13, 1988

I·,1

n ·

..iii.

=

TEDDY BEAR BOUQUET

$1499

ondup

IeLOWERAMA
II
WE DELIVER
UNIVERSITY MALL
457-7673

'~M
I't,

f

~~o

~

.

~

Roses- Fresh or Silk FlowersBalloons-Green Plants-Novelties

. Treat your Sweet!
6075. Illinois

Daily Egyptian.

Say'" Love You"
with our

i§3:

1,;ofIJ'fFlower Company 9p

in a smile ad
For more information contact Rick
at: 536-3311 Ext. 217
.
Deadline for Fri •• Feb. 12
is at 2:00 p.m. Wed., feb 10

"~<:)

-OVersized Copier
-Facsimile Service
.'
V Il"
.-More Space to work in
Gre:it top.es. Creat pe"ll~e
We've got enough high quality copiers so
we can deliver the fastest service around.
We're also open early, open late and open
weekends. Our staff has a friendly, helpful,
professional attitude you won't find anywhere
,else. Kinko's. we want tc be your best friend for
copies. IUnk.', Cepa.. 54~788 On the Island.

d 1.

messages

<$l

Hours: 8am-6pm

·529-5550
457-6660

Say "I Love You" with a
JUMBO
.. ~'~~_.~~~
COOKIE

from
~~

cG~J:

'&'"~'M

University Mall Come In Today and order)QJr Red SatIn
~29-2882

ValentJne Boxes for only +2.50 extra

Say Happy Valentines
with gifts from

~~~

~
-Yp

Solalll Gifts & More!
Buy any 1 iteDll and get 3rd item
of equal or lesser value for FREE
featurin~, SIU iteDll~ Coc:a-Cola,
Tommy Hilfiger, Jordache.
M-8un
9-6pm

•

~~

Located in Campua ShopV'ing Center
(Above Gatabv'a)
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STUDENT PROGILUDIING COUNCIL

SPC Consorts

SPC Center Programming & Student Center

presents .. ,

Video Taped Lc:cture by

presents

Stanley Jordan

LEO BUSCAGLIA
.. A Time To Live with Leo BU8cagHa

TONIGHT

n

Wed.. 12-1pm Student Center International Lounge
3-4pm S~udent Center Video Lounge
.
Than. 12-1pm Student Center Thebes Room
/beIlbul cashier in".. IIIIU'ket pIaee.I

February 10th 8:00pm
Shryock Auditorium
all seats *9.00 reserved
Tickets on sale at the
Student Center Central Ticket Office
" ... He is destined to tum the guitar
world on its ear."
Fred Goodman, New York Post

" ... He sounds like 3
musicians playing at once."
Phil D. Macro, Variety

.8

'No cameras or recording devices allowed!'

Announces
The
Vacancy
of

Special Events Chair
Pick up application at SPC office
deadline Thurs. Feb. 1110:30am
Thursday 7 & 9pm
Farmer Vincent's Screaming Shocker

SPC Film Needs Yo..S
See Filnls for FREE
(RobDcop, Fatal Attraction, Clockwork Orange)

A meeting for all new interested members
Wednesday,Feb.lO,7:0OpmSPCOffice
for more info call 536-3393

Hollywood Shuffle
Friday & Saturday 7. 9 & l1pnl
by Black AHoirs Council

SPC Travel & Recreation

presents

SPRING BREAK '88 .Last few days for discount prices
Padre Island
"~""",, .. rw--'-"''-w._'"''''''''
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4th Floor
Video LoaDCe
SladeDt Center
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Up In Smoke
"WeP
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Don't get burn<-:t on Spring Il<eak

c.hvech li (.hOnCJ',

--.~

~"'__r-....bu:ooc._...

GowilhSPC.
-Shop and CQ1Ppare
Wf SPC entenam your'
Dudline comi", 000Il
call ruday 5J6.3393

ExeitementS"

Today's Special

Tyrolian
Sub: $3.09
ham. pepperoni. provolone. with chips,
pickle. med drink or draft.
'
Wed. Drink Special

Domestic
Bottles

75~

~LL FOR DELlVERY549-3366

Look into the mirror

Field trip
Photography professor Chuck Swedlund
points cut some composition tips to his

~

sturt9nts Tuesday afternoon in the Communlcatlons Bulla'ng.

Study finds coaching
won't help test scores

and see the solution to a new you.

BOSTON (UPH - Harvard structional reSearch and they are doing enough, but
students who took courses to evaluation, was based on spending tir.'le on coaching
prepare them for the questionnaires distributed to takes time away from working
Scholastic Achievement Tests Harvard freshmen last fall. Of on getting good high school
scored lower than students the 1,409 participants, 69 grades, on extracurricular
who did 40t take the classes, a percent had taken no coaching activities or community
Harvard University study classes and 14 percent had service, all of which are imshows.
been coached at Stanley portant when admissions ofA survey of nearly 1,500 Kaplan Educational Centers, ficers are choosing a class."
freshman at I.'le Cambridge Princeton Review, other
Susan Kaplan, spokesperson
campus last fall found no commercial classes or their
for Stanley Kaplan, disagreed
appreciable dilid'eDCe in the high schools.
that coacbing takes time away
standardized tests scores of
The study found uncoached from sb.hlents' other pursuits.
those who had taken coaching
courses ..nd those who had not, students scored an average of
"Students that I kJlIJW are
649
on the verbal portion of the achievement-oriente.!
said Adn~issions Director
and do
SAT and 685 on the math. not sacrifice working for the
William J:o"iizsimmons.
Students
who
were
coached
But spokesmen for two of the
coaching companies identified scored an average of 611 on the
in the Ha.rvard study disputed verbal and 660 on math, the order to make time for
the claim, The B~ton Globe study showed.
coaching," she said.
reported Tuesday.
"The coaching industry is
John Katzman, founder of
The study, conducted by
Princeton Review, called
Dean K. Whitla, director of ~i~~~~dta~~nxJ~~: Whitla's study a "bizarre
Harvard's office of in- "Parents want to make sure sampling."

u:

~':!r~J::'s.r~~~3vi~es

Baldness
panacea
questioned
KALAMAZOO,

Mich.
(UPI) Upjohn Co.
attacked a Canadian
study questit)ning the
saf("ty of Upjohn's hairgrowth drug minoxidil,
sold in Canada under the
trade name RogaiDe.
The. study, concluding
minoxidil may speed up
the heart rate in healthy
young men, caused
Upjolm's stack to skid
nearly $2 per share
Monday on the New
York Stock Exchange.
Upjohn has applied to
the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration to sell
minoxidil as a baldness
treatment in the United
States, bu~ the Canadian
study has some analysts
on Wall Street worried
that approval may be
far off.
The Canadian study,
conducted by Dr. Franz
Leenen, concluded after
testing 20 men who used
minoxidil and 16 who
used
a
placebo,
minoxidil could speed
the user's ht>art rate.

Study links acid rain
to high cancer rates
SAN DIEGO (UP!) - Two lighL m ttle very part of tne
researchers have found that sp..~trum that vitamin D is
high cancer raleE reported in proo!lced."
Garland said many residenl:s
Ca nad'J , Europe and the
northeastern United States are of the urban Northeast are
constantly
on the brink of a
linked to acid rain, The San
Diego Union reported Monday. vitamin D deficiency because
of
frequent
clouay weather
Sulfur-laden smog particles
found in acid rain absorb during ttre winter and the tall
buildings
that
block sunligb·.
critical light rays and prevent
These factors, he said,
the human body from
ruant~(acturing vitamin D,
helped increase breast and
which helps fight cr.f canCt>r, colon cancer death rates in
according to a study by Ff2.nk New York; Montreal; Birmingham, England; and the·
and Cedric Garland:
Frank Garland, chief of Ruhr Valley of Germany to
occupational medicine at the three times the death rates in
Naval Health Research Sun Belt e. ties.
Center, and his brother,
"The Garlands began their
Cedric,
director
of reseach in the late 19708, when
epid.emiology at the University they noticed that two different
of California, San Diego, kinds of map's were
Cancer Center, will ~t suspiciously similar, .. the
their f"mdings later this week Union said. "One showed
at a symposium in Los areas with the least sunlight in
Angele'J, the Union said.
the United States. The other
The Garlands found that showed areas with the highest
pollutants in acid rain absorb death rates from colon canthe wavelength of sunlight that cer."
The paper also t"ePOr'Wd that
is needed to produce vitamin
"both maps showed the same
D, the newspaper reported.
"We can get vitamin D from areas - the tier of states from
the diet, but the main r.lace we Iowa and Illinois, Indiana and
get it is from the sun, , Cedric Ohio truough Pennsylvania to
Garland told the Union. "What New Jersey and North through
we found for sulfur dioxide Michigan, New YorI", and New
was: bingo, it was absorbing England."

It's that time ofthe year agalnto lose all those holiday pounds and Inches.
We offer a program that really works.

USA WEIGH-OPENING SOON
Call today to set up an appointment

451-8200
Westpark Plaza
Unlt-G (next to Kroger)

Carbondale
FIr5t visit FREE

Balfour wllege

Rings-I
\\Tite

Something~To

Home About!

Purchase any men's or
women's 14 karat or 10
karat gold Balfoill College
Ring, and receive a Black
Classic A. T. Cross pen and pencil
set-fru.
Your Authorized BaHour ReJJresentative:

Balfour-Taylor
Murdale Shopping Center
Carbondale, I L
549-2222
Offer Expires: March 12, 1988

OBalfout;.College Class Rings
- No one remembers in so many ways.
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1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
23
24
25
28
31
34

35
38
40

43
44

45
46
48
49
51

53
54
62
63
64

66
67

68
69
70
71

ACROSS
Poker term
Validate
Garden dweller
Author Uris
Regatt~ man
Story
Set down
Kind 01 house
Earth products
Very happy
Pub order
Handy abbr.
Ollieial group
Hall 01 MIV
Jezebel's mate
Speech
Interruptions
Come lorth
Woodwind
Like - a
baby \8aliYJ
Br. gun
Emu e.g.
Verb ending
Gaelic
Alfirmatlve
Ramblers
"Grand Opry"
Alphabet run
Ea&y as Century plant
Lhasa's land
Above
Celebrity
Upper crust
001l8r part
Furnished
Appraiser
Kind 01 cap

To day's
Puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on Page23.
2 A tide
3 Work hOlrd
4 Make beloved
5 Commonplace
language
6 Cowboy's
need
7 Was in debt
8 Aim's Miles
9 Obliterate
10 George
Segal's " Class"

2

3

4

17

n
l':.'::

20

~

~23

26

21

11

34

B

19

f'3

I~ F
i6

22

1:1
35

36

EiiI :E:J 2.
II Z ~
El31
lid
31
11
21

29

r

S3

32

30

39

31

63

I~·'

.70

m

4S

D"
1'1"
f>2

13

19

142

11

I

12

11

~'6

El4a

~:E

\511

I

~'0

21

ISS

62

56 Diving bird
57 - monster
58 Sad notice
59 Entertain
royally
60 Kiln
61 A Kelly
65 Hwy.

IJ

i41

~s,

50 "A ten scholar"
52 Come In
53 Following
54 Season
55 "And leads
you to believe
- " (Blake,

U,.

41

40

54

7

1,3 a

14

25

n

s 16

51

=

NEW YORK <UP!) - An Jack Weinstein, citing Gallo's
elder statesman of the nation's advanced age, history of heart
most powerful crime family- rusease and failing health,
who was loosely portrayed in called the imprisonment order
the movie "The Godfather" "essentially a life sentence."
was sentenced Tuesday to 10
As consigIiere and elder
years in prison by a judge who statesman of the country's No.
said the mobster would likely 1 crime family, Gallo was "an
die there.
important high-level member
Frail and white-haired, who resolved disputes,"
Joseph Gallo, 76, sat with eyes prosecutor Douglas Grover
haU-closed and lips pursed in earlier told the judge.
federal court in Brooklyn as he
Gallo's defense.. attorney
was fined $38(),OOO and sen- called the government's
tenced to 10 years for char~f'S "hysterical" and
racketeering.
pleaded with the judge not to
U.S. District .Court Judge hold the old man responsible

for the activities of the crime
family to which he belonged.
Weinstein replied with a
reference to Austrian
President Kurt Waldheim's
disavowal of any role in Nazi
war attrocities.
"What is this, a Waldheim
defense? He was just standing
there and didn't know what
was going on?" the judge
asked mcredul9USly.
. Gallo was convicted Dec. 221
1987, on two bribery counts ana
illegal interstate travel to
commit bribery. He was
acquitted of loansharking.

suli.
41 Sassy
42 - Buena
47 Yale man

11 Mend
12 Fish sauce
13 Fit t~ther
nicely
21 Mayflower
name
22 Sch. org.
25 Gambles
26 Use a
soapbox
27 One who
questions
28 Rot
29 Enraged
30 - fatuus

DOWN
1 Everything
1

32 Dugout
shelters
33 Liquor
36 Top man:
abbr.
37 Time letters
39 Language
elements:

Old mobster receives 10 years

50

Bit

53

60

55

PI

54

ti1

,.

I I I I~ 011
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Wallet found 40 years late
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn. found the wallet last Tnursday
(UP!) - A wallet lost 40 years on top of ductwork in a storage
ago in the Tivoli Theater was room between two bathrooms
found last week by a workman in the basement of the theater.
and retl.lrned to i.ts owner,
"It looked like someone had
minus the cash but still containin:; his family photographs taken the money out and
tossed it up on the ductwork,"
and World War II medals.
Electrician David Gilreath Gilreath said.

Art thieves
ignore bells
for millions
NEW YORK <uP!)
Thieves smashed through the
skylight of an art gallery and
- undisturbed by a ringing
alarm - stole at least a dozen
old master paintings worth an
estimated $6 million, police
said Tuesday.
The thieves snatcht>d the
paintings from the prestigious
Colnaghi Art Gallery in
Manhattan sometime Monday
night in one of the biggest art
thefts in New York City
history, said Lt. John Kelly of
the police department's
special fraud crimes squad.
The theft pales in terms of
world art heists, however. In
January 1976, for example, 118
Picassos, many considered
priceless, were stolen from the
Palais des Papes in Avignon,
France.
The Colnaghi gallery, where
Monday's heist took place,
occupies all five floors of a
limestone building at 26 E. 80th
St., where thieves did their
work undisturbed by an alarm
that sounded at 10:15 p.m.
''They entered the gallery by
breaking a hole in the roof's
skylight," Kelly said, "Then
they exited through a roof
hatch, crossed over to another
building, then went down some
fire stairs."
On the list of 12 to 14 paintings believed stolen were
works by the 18th century
French maf;ter Jean ~aptist
Simeon Chardin, 17th century
Italian arttst Giovanni
Castiglione. Other works were
by Willem KaU, Paolo Cattamara, and Nicola Van
Houbraken.

Ourthree-~and
two-yearscho~won't

make college easie&
Just easier to payfo&

Even if you didn't come to sru..c on a scholarship, you
could finish on oue. Army ROTC Scholarships pay full
tuition and more.
This year 45 sru..c .lUdentll are sharing in over $215,000
in awarda through the Army Military Science Program.
YOIl can apply now. Contact CPT Richard Raidle for
detail.. call 45,3.5786 or visit us at Keanar Hall.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Qforonu 1 .2 5 ~g:;,i.fi® 1 .10
HAPPY HOUR

HAPPY HOUR

U
' . . . . for.heIr
2 for 1 Mlxotl Drinks

.. 10
' ...... for
• heir

HANGAR HOTLINE 549.1233

El Creco's expanded menu features
a vegetarian gyros with feta cheese,
crisp lettuce, juicy tomatoes, and fresh
onions all wrapped in a warfA pita!
)OUCchoire.1Ituuse
'-""fl. ArtC2nN QlIIqje
rinJt - frum IwKbume
tndilionallOronlelllplJnr)·~""-l!ioosale
IIO"~ roo·U he impn55fd
wilillhe 6ne Anear.ed
mbr.lll5hipdlaf.
baift. 11).• full Ufrtime

Hours

"amIIIly.And~·D

12-12 Sun
11-1 M-Th

BBQ, Hot Mustard, Sweet-n-Sour Sauce.

appIl'(iaecllr$a\inp.
00111 II\iss.JIII!

516 S. IWnois

Classified Olntetory
Auf 0

Port.ondSo.rYices
Molorcydti
HD.....

MobH.Homes
Mi r.c:..llorteou'
EIec1rOfttC:1.

Pe'sonciSuppi...
~c,d••

eo.-...

Spo"'ngGoods
R~."",~·,,_~

........
----to
.......
Fu~•

....."'"

KouMI.

Mob,.~Hame •

............

--..Oupitl_ ..

Wontadto I.,.t

au........ ,,....,.,

_

....,
Fo"""
&>_,
..

-._-

Auct. . and SolM

Yore! Sal. Promot;ons

. ..,....... Opponunltiu

0.Ibdon_
ae-alhtat.;

Classified rises
above the rest.

Now Renting

ROYAL
RENTALS
Efficiencies

and
MobileHome.
Cleon, Furnished
and cJose to
campus

457.4422

for:
Summer and Fall '88
Apartments~ Houses
Mobile Homes
Mallba Village 529-4301
RYDER

APARTMENTS
StU .pprowed for
Sophomores. and up

• EasyToVse

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER & FALL 88-89

• Ptofessional service
• Individual calegories

featuring: Effjclenco",. 2&3bd
Split level apt •.

• Low Advertising Rales

With· SWlmminl! pool
Atr Condltlonml!
W.. II to wall carpet
Fullv furnIShed
Cable TV service
Outdoor lIa'lInlis

• High Readership
• Proven sales

Call Cla·ssified ...
the fluent way to buy. sell and savel

AND YET
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS

aloo ......"0 .... - -...7 .......7

1'''''11

HRP YOU MOVE IT RIGHT.
SO MAKE THE RIGHT MOVE.
WITH RYDER.

The Quads

ORDER YOUR

12075. W.II
457-4123

TRUCK NOW.

for Informallon stop by

Daily Egyptian

RYDER'S EXPEmENCE CAN

SHOW APARTMENTS
Tue.-Thurs.-Fri.
1-5pm
Sat. '1-2 m

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
1817 W. Sycamore, Carbondale

Phone 549-"922

Sanglasses

very,, - ~r..
I=~~'id":::~"';;
11_' rJ'"

J __
Pr_e_s",tl'l
___B_y_e_d
-

....- - - - - - - - - - . ,

ADOf'T/ON 'S AN opH....

Infont.

Dod

<011

:%.:" ~I<>l'=':::::~

brenkfost tereol.

.1.,.

Up'
look In the

Don't

_

</<de./

babv med
Worm
family
I'oItl
....chrlS'laII
, ..._
cmd ..."

D.E. CLASSIFIEDS
06-»11

=::1~r..t~,~'~~/IIy.
3-1-48 ...... __ . _ .....• I9nFI!'
ADOI'T/ON IS OIJII only woy 0/ .
hovI"" a family. HappIly married
c/l1_• ..,.".,. _
10 adopt.
0IIer1"" 10.. cmd a happy home. I
eon"""lo/. a/lowab'• •

"-1'
~llr-JJAK~~1 ~~~/.~~·.~~~~:~'I3

Alpha
Gamma

Rho

and the
Rhomates

invite you
toa
LIL·SIS
RUSH
COOKotrr
Wed., Feb. 10
at 5:00pm-

Call
453-2315
for Info
and ride.

AMA
Presents
"Emotions

In
MoHon"

Valentine's
Day
Carnations
un.Ja.
'UU1tlon
to tha.t
~fu.aial

t!Q.

~0wu:0tU!.

=-

...... fa< all your
~.

moOi,.

Orders Taken

D I _ t pti_. I.o<oIed 3

~ o~srn:~""~Ia~.C~ I
,:rr:r:~.':
1609f9S I

February

..........

10.11.12

-~~--""'I

MnlI<e.IS,.... _ _ _ CaII

f:J1.29-.'~: .........

1971£102

Job Opportunity

i

Time Salesman

I

for
WEBQRadlo
Har-rlsburg
and
Carbondale
Markets
,
Partnme
or
Fullnme
On Job Training
f-Send Re.umeWEBQRadlo
W t'st More Plaza
1
Marion, Il.
or
WEBQRadio
701 S. Commercial
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Israelis arrest settler in death of Palestinian
JERUSALEM (uP!) with Middle East states.
Police arrested a young Israeli
st!ttler Tuesday in the death of
THE
SYRIA-BASED
a Palestinian demonstrator Palestinian Liberation
sl.:!in with a machine gun at a Organization radio station
remote roadblock, and Arab called for demonstrations to
news reports said troops killed mark the two months of
two more~' 'Pa~1inian unrest, but there were no
~gers,
.bya sev,ere unusually large proo.tes. ts in the
beatin&. AIlQ theotber by occupied territories or ATab
gunfire.
' -- ~="" ,:" .. ---EutJ.enasalem.
:
.Two months to the daySfter
A 16:fear-old yoqlh.
VIOlent protests erupted ill the wounded m the leg ciurin& a
OCcupied West Bank andGaza protest in the Gam town of
Strip, Assistant Secretary of Rafa, was the ooly casualty by
State Richard Murphy began a gunfire reported by the army.
Visit aimed at helping to solve Military curfews kept some
the Arab-Israeli conflict that 250,000 residents in West Bank
spawned the Palestinian camps and towns confined to
uprising.
their homes.
Murphy earlier visited
A police spokesman in the
Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Syria West Bank city of Nablus said
to promote a new U.S. peace a young man from the Jewish
initiative for the region. The settlement of Qedumim had
Arab nations are seeking an been arrested in Monday's
internationa: peace conference shooting death of Abdel Baset
that would include the Soviet Abdallah, 25, at the nearby
Union and United States along village of Kafr Qaddurn. about
ooe.

50 miles north of Jerusalem.

territory from Jordan in the
1967 Middle East war.

THE ISRAELI, who was not
identified, was a passenger in
a vehicle driving to the village
when it was attacked by rockthrowing, masked youths, the
spokesman said.
The spokesman said the
suspect fired several short
bursts from his. Israeli-made
Uzi submac~ gun aDd-apparentlrhitAbdall.~Jk -The.
Israeli later reported the m,:-'"
cident to police, who condueted :.
test firing of his weapon to:
dd ermine if it fired the fatal
9mm bullet that struck the
Arab.
The suspect was scheduled
to appear in court Wednesday.
TENSIONS HAVE been
running high between Arabs
and some 60,000 Jews who
have moved to settlements and
housing complexes in the West
Bank since Israel seized the

In recent WeE'.ks, there nave
heen several rock and Molotov
cocktail attacks on Israeli
vehicles iL the West Bank and
setUershavekilledatleasttwo
Palestinians during confrontations at roadblocks.
Settlers have rampaged
through Arab villages and
rumors of raids have alarmed
entire towns and U.N. refugee
camps. sending hundreds of
people into tlie streets .''W'
protect their communities.
WE ARAB-RUN Palestine
Press Service reported the
deaths of two Arab teenagers,
one by a beating, which raises
the Palestinian death toll in the
two months of mayhem to at
least 49.
.
The army confirmed the
deaths ~nd said it was investigating" but fatal beatings
have been difficult to prove

because of unreliable witness
accounts and the quick burial
of the victims by their family.
The news service said Nabil
Khalil, 16, was shot and killed
in the village of Attil, about 25
miles northeast of Tel Aviv,
Monday night when demonstrators clashed with soldiers.
IN JERUSALEM'S walled

~~~~iZ'a1~isLC:o~e ~~
edge of Moslem Quarter.
Solmers. dispersed the crowd

with tear gas, police
spokesman Rafy Levy said.
In the Arab neighborhood of
Silwan, stones were thrown at
a' tourist bus, but no injuries
were reported, Levy said.
Israel has adopted an official
policy of beating Arab
demonstrators,
following
international condemnation of
fatal shootings by Israeli
troops in December and
January.

u.s. envoy arrives in Israel for peace talks
JERUSALEM (UP!) - U.S.
envoy Richard Murphy
arrived in Israel Tuesday for
talks on a new Middle East
peace proposal prompted by
the bloody Palestinian
uprising in the occupied West
Bank and Gaza Strip.
Murphy's visit began amid
reports two more Palestinians
had been killed in the
territories, increaSing the
Palestinian death toll to at
least 49 since the anti-Israel
protests began Dec. 9.
The wave of violence
prompted a new U. S. peace
initiative reportedly based on
an accelerated timetable for
granting autonomy to the 1.5

million Palestinians living in talks, have accepted the plan
the occupied territories.
in prinCiple, officials in
The proposal calls for Israeli Jerusalem said.
and Palestinian represenPeres, leader of the centrist
tatives to agree on some form Labor Party, said Israel
of self-rule within nine months. "must do everything possible
Murphy, assistant secretary to genuinely launch" a peace
of state for Near Eastern and plan.
South Asian affairs, was ex"The U.S. has now come up
pected to meet with Prime with an initiative," Peres said.
Minister Yitzhak Shamir "Why again tell Washington
Tuesday night and hold 'Nyet'? Why again say 'No''!''
s~rate talks with Foreign
But Shamir who heads the
Mmister Shimon Peres and right-wing Likud coalition,
Defense Minister Yitzhak said he will not be rushed into
Rabin Wednesday before an agreement.
leaving Israel.
"It is not easy," the prime
Shamir and Peres, sharply minister said, "The United
divided in the past over States has a way of going fast,
Israel's approach to peace the American pace."

Soviet leaders urge

comrades to OK pact
MOSCOW (UPJ) Top
Soviet officials - including the
Kremlin's No.2 man - urged
ratification Tuesday by the
nation's nominal parliament of
the U.S.-Soviet nuclear missile
treaty signed at the
Washington summit.
The debate paralleled. at
least in form, the ratification
process under way in the U.S.
Senate and was in keeping with
a promise by Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev that the
Soviet parliament wOlJld look
critically at the pact he signed
Dec. 8 in Washington with
President Reagan.. The treaty
eliminates
ground-based,
medium- and shorter-range
nuclear missiles.
"We, for our part, believe
that· the Soviet-American
treaty, after its ratification by
both parties, should not only be
complied with in a most
stringent manner, but should
also initiate a process of
disarmament in all areas,"
said Yegor Ligachev. a
Politburo member and the
second most-powerful man in
the Kremlin.
Ligachev chaired the treaty
hf'.arings before a joint session
of the Foreign Affairs Commissions of the two houses of
the Supreme Soviet at the
Kremlin that was open to the
foreign reporters and
diplomats.
Some of the leading figures
in the Soviet establishment
spoke in favor of the the
missile treaty that will
eliminate 2,611 medium- and
shorter-range nuclear missiles
in both Europe and Asia.
"There are many in
Washington who did not want
to go down to zero," Foreign

u~~~~co~~:!1~ratt:~n n:~

Shamir has publicly
proposed elections in which
West Bank and Gaza residents
would choose representatives
to autonomy talks. PLO
supporters would win the vote,
observers believe.
"The riots have obviously
led to some positive changes in
attitude in Israel," one U.S.
official said. "The prime
minister has come a long, long
way."
In the 1978 Camp David
accords, Israel and Egypt
agreed to develop a plan for
Palestinian self-rule in the
territories within five years,
but talks broke down in 1981.

Student Center

Dining.

Minister Eduard Shevardnadze said. reviewing the
diplomatic road to the pact.
politically, militarily and
technically balanced com~mise. It is a balance of
mterests, a balance of
security. In these circumstances, it is the
maximum of everything
.realistic that could have been
achieved."
Shevardnadze addressed
what he said "was concern"
among Soviet people that
Moscow was destroymg twice
as many missiles as the
Americans-l,752 to 859.
"Elementary arithmetic is
not always capable of faithfuTIy reflecting the military
balance, " he said.
He said ratification of the
pact could spur settlements of
regional conflicts such as
Afghanistan and that
eliminating the missiles would
free money for the Soviet
domestic economy.
Defense Minister Dmitri
Yazov, 64, also supported the
treaty, saying "the most
reasonable thing was to accept
the complete elimination" of
the two classes of missiles.
Yawv said the pact would
not impair Soviet armed forces
capability "to protect the
peaceful work of the Soviet
peop!esecurely."
Foreign
journalists
generally attend the 1,500member Supreme Soviet at its
twice-yearly sessions and
watch the delt:gates raise their
hands unanimollsly to rubberstamp decisions already made
by the Commu0i3t Party.

"They know in the United
States who they are dealing
with," he said.
Efforts to revive the
moribund peace process have
been hindered by Shamir's
insistance on direct talks
between Israel and its Arab
neighbors who favor an international conference, and his
rejection of involvement by the
Palestine
Liberation
OrganizatioDButShamir, surprised by the
scope and intensity of the
Palestinian protests and the
inability of the military to
crush the uprising, has softened his stance, officials in
Jerusalem said.

Campua Dining
Campus Dining is 8 Pfe-p8id cash account thet
allows customers to pUrchase snacks or meals in
the Student Center at a considerable savings
cash. The pUnch Iicl<eI may be used al any of the
dining areas in the Student Cent.....

0_

Student Center
"Mariutt~

Monday-inday 7 AM-1:30PM
A traditional catetana featuring Edan's Greens.
the Fo..,;gn Exchange. the Culling Board and the
Souperjor

" H.B. OUld(·.
Sunday-Saturday II AM-6 PM
An upscale last lood restaurant at the crossroads
of the Center.

• The Sandwich Shoppe

Monday-Friday 11 AM-a PM
A walk-up Deil located in H. B. Ouicl<'s

"The Bakery
Monday-Friday 7 AM-5 PM
Freshly made pastries. Danish. cookies. 1st floor
Student Cenler. Decorated cakes available.
Telephone: 45.1-2616
Watch for the spec,als!

"OnTti.Go
Monday-Friday 10 AM-6 PM
Convenience store featuring snackS and
international gourmet coffees.

"PIzza Pe..••

Monday-Friday 10:30 AM-2 PM
Home of the pan piuas located near the Craft
Shop.

"Old MaIn Room RttataurMI
Monday-Friday 11 AM-I:30 PM
Table service restauranl on the 2nd floor Student
Center.
Reservations suggested. 453-5277
Punch tickets 'or Campus Dining are offered to
faculty. staff or students. Tickels are valid for the
semester in which they are purchased. Several
ticl<ets may be purchased each semester.
Watch lor the Punch Ticket Holidays featuring
addItional savings to those on the Campus
Dining Plan.

l-nMcam~.ffi~ng~~m---------------1
:

Yes. I'm mady to enroll in the Campus Dining Program and increase my retail purchasing

J po_. Please make checks payable to Mamolt CorporatIon.
I PI... Cosl
Added V..ue
PurchasIng Power
I _$88.00
$1200
$100.00
n~
:~:~
I =~:~
I _ $22.50
$ 2.50
$ 25.00
I
,...
I CampualHome ...dd.....
I T~Humber
.
.
..
I

L~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~~~~A~~~~~~~

Please complele and bring. with your check to:

:

I
f

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

____ ~

Dining Services
1st Floor
Studenl Cent....
Southern lIIono,s University at Carbondale
Carbondale, illInois 62901
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DR. PEPPER, HIP, : ~
".~
MT. DEW, DIET PEPSI OR~,'
,/ '-,' - 1'\

Sliced Bacon

~

i . ".

•

~.o;9

,..." ,"

',*'\:

I
/.CottoneIIe
BATHROOM

Cola ~~. Tissue

Kwick Krisp
1-LB. PKC•...

2-UTER BTL. . .

4-ROLL PAK . ..

GIFT READY

Valentine ',;. ~

Roses
DOZEN ...

f

HEAD ...

s
Valentine
Cup Cakes

$!:'.99

12<t.
ptg.

8'IO(h

"3;50
"

Mini Pan
....
Pizza . . . . For
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StOgie laver vaL.:nune

Heart Shaped
Cake . . . . . EaCh

4

99.

GO SALUKIS

Math instructors to meet
The Illinois Council of
Teachers of Mathematics will
hold a conference on teaching
mathematics in aU levels of
education at 8 a.m. Feb. 20 in
Wham Building.
Professor Paul Trafton of
the National College of
Education in Evanston will
deliver the keynote speech on
elementary education, "New

Directions
in
Scnool
Mathematics. "
Peter Hilton of State
University of New York at
Binghamton will address
secondary educators.
The registration fee is $13, $6
for students. For details, call
Jane Evers at the DivisiCln of
~~~~inUing Education, 536-

DISCOUNT
LIQUORS
1224W.Main

OLD STYLE

S7 .53 ~~)
Now open tor breokfast
6·10am

Sue Dewald, aophomore in management.
walta on Steve Schoepke, senior In
marketing. The bears are being sold by the

Society for the Adyancement of
Management for Valentin.. Day at tho
south end of Fan., Hall.

Briefs
STUDENT PROGRAMMING Council will present" A
Time To Live," at noon today
in the International Lounge, at
3 today in the Video Lounge
and at IY.)()n Thursci.iy in the
Student Center Thebes Room.

AMERICAN MARKETING
Association marketing
resean.'t department will meet
at 7 tonight outside the AMA
office. The programs departmentwillmeetat8.

WOMEN'S CAUCUS will
pre-.oent a ftlmstrip "Dealing
With Racism," at noon today
in the Student Center Thebes
Room.

ORGANIZATION
OF
Paralegal Students will meet
a~ 7:30 tonight in the Student
.::enter Activity Room B.

PHYSICAL AND Inol"ganic
Journal Club will meet at 4
today in Neckers 218.
BOWLING CLUB will meet
at 5 l(>1iay in the Student
Center bowling alley. For
more information, contact
Tiffany Kalva at 536-1002.
PHI BETA Lambda will
meet at 5 today in Rehn 328.
SOCIETY OF Professional
Journalists, Sigma Ddta Chi
will meet at 7 tonight iIi
Communications 1240.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Student
Society
of
America-pyrarriid Will meet at
7:3OtonightinLawsonl31.
POLLUTION CONTROL
will m~t at 7: 30 tonight in the
Physical Plant Building T-56.
COMPUTING AFFAIRS is
offering "Print Services Access Facility on the 3820 Page
Printer" workshop from 10 to
11:50 a.m. and "Introduction
to DW370" workshop from 2 to
3:50 p.m. Thursday in Communications 9A. To register,
call 453-4361.

EGYPTIAN DIVERS will
meet at 7 tonight in Quiglf'Y
203.

SPRINGFEST
COMMITTEE will meet at 5:30
p.m. Thursday in the SPC
office, Student Center 3rd
floor.

SOCIETY OF Manufacturing Engineers will meet at 7
tonight in Tech AlII.

UNIVERSITY PROFESSIOI'\ALS of Southern Illinois
University will meet at 4 p.m.
Thursday in the Student

Center Mackinaw Room.
DEPARTMENT OF Zoology
will present "Secondary
Poisomog Hazards to Owls
From Rodenticide Use" by
Professor Colvin of Bowling
Green State University at 4
p.m. Tbu~y in Life Science

n303.

BRIEFS POLICY - T.~t!
deadline for Campus Briefs is
noon two days before
publicatiOll. The briefs must be
typewritten and must Include
time, date, place and sponsor
of the ever,t and the name and
telepbone number of tbe
perlOIl submitting the item.
Items sbould be delivered or
mailed to the Dally Egyptian
oe" .. room, Communications
Building Room 1247. A brief
will be publisbed OIlce and OIlly
as space aUows.
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Programs
Chinese Donc.(2)
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Saturday, February 13, 7:00pm
Elks Ciub
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Chinese New Year
Banquet & Cultural
ShOW

T

A

E
T
K • E

529-3388

529.2813

for more info. cal 549-4952 or 549-7854
Organized by USA Malaysian Chinese Assc.,
Club-Carbondale
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Bush, Dole begin fight for 'Reagan Country'
CONCORD, N.H. (UPI) The race for the White House
moved to New Hampshire
Tues day, and Sena te
Republican leader Rubert Dole
and Vice President George
Bush immediately began a
battle for the "Reagan
Country" V'lte in next week's
first-in-the-na tion primary.
Dole, coming off a strong
win in Monday's Iowa
caucuse::, is looking to use the
Feb. 16 primary to strengthen
his grip on the GOP
presidential nomination, while
Bush, who finished a severely
disappointing third in Iowa,
must win big in New Hampshire to put new spark in his
effort.
Both men opened New
Hampshire week with similar
strategies - each trying hard
to tie himself to Pre&ident
Reagan, who is enormously
popular in the tiny, conservative state.
"When the goinl$ gets tough,
I have not jumped away from
the president for my own
personal political gain, nor do I
mtend to," Bush, who il=
favored in New Hampshire,
told several hundred high
s!!hool students in Contoocook.
Dole, in a speech to the state
Legislature, boasted of his
support for many of Reagan's
foreign policy initiatives. He
even went so far as to hand out
copies of a letter Reagan sent
him last week that praised the
Kansan's role in the recent
battle for aid to the
Nicaraguan Contra rebels.
"This past decade - the
1980s
- prosperity
has been a and
decade
of
growth,
peace

for America, thanks to the after concentrating bard
leadership of one ma~, Ronald there, faces a much tougher
Reagan,' Dole said in one of struggle in New Hampshire,
several references to the where he is well back in the
president during his 25-minute polli.. A favorite Gephardt idea
address.
is an oil import fee, which is
The surprise second-place very unpopular in the NorGOP finisher in Iowa, former theast, where heating costs are
television evangelist Pat high.
Robertson, was one of only two
Dukakis, from next-door
candidates who opted not to Massachusetts, is heavily
campaign Tuesday in New favored in l'\ew Hampshire,
Hampshire. Robertson, who and Simon has displayed some
polls show is trailing badly in sugport.
the state, starts a swing
'Last night ... we won the
today.
bronze," Dukakis told about
Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn., 500 wildly cheering supporters.
who is banking on doing well in "Next Tuesday we're going for
the South, was the only other the gold."
candidate to pass up the state.
Several blocks away,
But the other 11 candidates Gephardt addressed a rally of
spent at least part of the day about 400 people, defendin8.. his
beginning their final New oil import fee stand and telling
Hampshire blitz - appearing New Hampshire 1'8S1dents they
at schools, factories and must think of the entire
rallies.
country and not only regional
The three Democrats who interests.
came out ahead in Iowa - in
"This is not just an election;
order, Rep. Richard Gephardt it is a fight for America, and
of Missouri, Sen. Paul Simon of I've come to New Hampshire
Illinois and Massachusetts
Gov. Michael Dukakis .:.... to say it's your fight too,"
started the last Wei':" of their Gephardt said.
Simon took aim at both
New Hampshire campaigns
with appearances in Man- opponents, declaring there
chester, the state's largest was "no question that Mike
city.
Dukakis is the stronges~ right
Gephardt, who won in Iowa • now" in New HampshIre.

\
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Fundamentalist bloc

boosts Robertson
DES MOINES, Iowa
(UP!) - Republican Pat
Robertson rocketed into
second place in the Iowa
caucuses ridiug on the
shoulders of a fundamentalist bloc that first
asserted itself in Iowa
politics a decade ago, officials said Tuesday.
"There is no question
about that,.. Republican
state chairm.~n Michael
Mahaffey said at a news
conference.
Robertson, whQ built a
nationwide following as a
television evangelist,
delivered on a bold
prediction of 30,000 supporters in the precinct
caucuses Monday. Senate
Republican leader Robert
Dole of Kansas won the
GOP caucuses with 37
percent of the vote.
Robertson humbled Vice
President George Bush,
taking second place with 25

percent while Bush - who
won in Iowa in 1980 - got 19
percent.
The fundamentalist bloc
helped eli!Ct Sen. Charles
Grassley, R-Iowa, !n 1980
and Republican Gov. Terry
Branstad in 1982. Grassley
also was boosted by antiabortion activists.
Robertson :won 12 counties, mainly in rural
southern Iowa, but be also
carried heavily Roman
Catholic Dubuque County in
the state's northeastern
comer, where Democrats
outnumber Republicans 3 to
1. He nipped Dole's heels in
the counties holding Cedar
Rapids, Davenport and
Sioux Cj~y - three of the
state's largest cities.
Party leaders had given
Robertson little chance of
beating any of his six GOP
rivals, until Robertson
stunned them in September
by heating Bush and Dole.

How to run your
ownsliow

WORKSHOPS

•

YOGA

tAl FOR

WELLNESS
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ThiS 5 week courM' Introduces the

""""",I. physical and menial "'-"
f,U oi Hatha Yoga. Co-sponsored
by lntramural·Rpcreabonal Sports
Begln~

WED., fEB.,10
4-5:30PM

The American Express"' Can! can playa starring role
vinually anywhere you shop. from 1II1sa to Thailand.
\\1!ether you"re buying a 1V or aT-shin. So <lIring mllege
and after, irs the perfect way 10 pay ro~ JUSI about
e\-erything you"II wanl

How to gel the Card now.
College is the MI sign of SUCCI5S. And because 'M! believe
in your potential, 'M!"ve made it taSier to get the American
Express Can! right now" \\'hether you're a freshman, senior
or grad !iIUdent. look into our new automatic approval
offers. for details. pid up an application 00 campus. Or
caIIl~llIE.aRDandaskfora5tUdentapplicatioo.

The American Express Card.
Don't leave School Without It~

WED., fEB., 10
7-9PM
Ohio Room. Student Cen""
Presented Kate Zager

L\HEt\lTHY

\17EI(iH~

Learn safe and effective ways
to 10 se _ight permanently.
A aupportIve .. weak group
begl",

THURS~~AAFE8. 11
AetIvIlybom

i:stu. c-tw

For individual

counaelin"
536-4441
Part of your

slue Student
Health Pr.....am.
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Women's basketball star
poses for Brazil's Playboy
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil <UPI)"":' Hortencia
Macari, widely regarded as the world's best
woman basketball player, posed nude fO!' the
Brazilian edition of Playboy magazine, which
went on na tionaJ ..ale Tuesday.
Hortencia, 28, . "I shown in a IG-pa.ge layout of
color photos in a variety of serru-clothed and
full·frontal studio pictures taken by Jorge
Duran, one of Brazil's top commercial
photographers.
"The magazine is selling faster than any
other edition we have published," Playboy
editor Carlos Costa said in a telephone j.n.
terview.
He said in Sao Paulo state, where it was prereleased Friday, newsstands were 54 percent
fold out in two days.
"I think many ~~ple were curious to see
Hortencia," Cosa said.
Brazilians refer to most of their top sports
personalities by their first names only. Hortencia, a 5-foot-9 blonde, plays guard for the
Minercal team based in Sorocaba, 280 miles
west of Rio de Janeiro.
She was the star of Brazil's national team that
finished second behind the United States at the
Pan American Games at Indianapolis in
August
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Murdal.
DENTAL aN'll.
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Adam's Rib
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iHAIRcUTS'7.50 & $9
Jody Conradt, the U.S. Pan Am coach,
marveled at Macari's speed and phenomenal
Sculptured Nails '35
outsiil.. ~honHn .. Tn:'l 1987 Brazili,," ..1110 game
•••·3762
she scored 124 points in a 251-2:1 victory.
'
w.U&w......
Costa said Hortencia receivoo. about $50,000
for posing. Hortencia told the Folha de Sao
Walk-lns Welcome
Paulo newspaper she did not pose for money.
"I swear it wasn't for moneY,l'm no down-atheel who needs to expose herself for an extra
huck," Macari told Folha when tbe pictures • .;((~~
Hours:WedC
were taken.
5-2pm
"I posed naked because I felt it was a
••
BappyBoar
challenge that I had to face as a women."
In Brazil it is common for television actresses
S-Spm~.
to pose nude.
"If they can do it, then why not a basketball
player," she said.
9<
However, in an earlier interview before the : 1/2
Playboy contract was signed, Macari was
quoted saying she posed for cash.
tCFormerly Kalnatreet Baat) New Sound 8y.tem
"If I'm going to take my clothes off, it has to
~
be for a lot of money," she told the Estado de
Sao Paulo.
Raimondo Orlando, vtce-president of the
Brazilian basketball confederation, said there
had been DO discussion on whether Hortencia's
nude posing would make her ineligible for the
national team.
.

NEW YORK (UP!) - With Redskins to Washington Feb.
the pre- and post-Super Bowl I, one .day after Super Bowl
behind him, Doug XXIT. The following day he
Williams said Tuesday he just had treatment for a sprained
wants to go home to Zachary, knee f,uffered in the game.
Thf: city held a ceremony for
La., and relax.
Williams left for home the &>dskins last Wednesday,
Tuesday after picking up his and 'l'hursdar was "Doug
Subaru XT6, a prize for win· WilliarAS Day' in Washington.
Dint Sport Magazine's Super He ST,JeIIt the next few days
Bowl MVP award. Williams pack'.ng for his return to
set a Super Bowl record with Zacb.'l.ry.
"Our plans are not to run
340 passing yards and tied
another with four touchdown around tile country," Williams
passes in the Washington said. "I want to enjoy my
Redskins' 42-10 victory OVf'X family, enjoy Louisiana. and
I'm not going on tour."
the Denver Broncos.
"I'm tired this last week has '. However, Williams wdbe is
been busy," he said. "I want to willing to listen to enforget about football and live. dorsement offers.
"I'm not going to take adThe game is over and that's
enough football for me for a vantage of anybody," he said.
"I hope they take advantage of
longtime."
\
Williams returned with the me."
hoop~
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• WEDNESDAY
Price Night

Williams received as much
attention for being the first
black Super Bowl quarterback
as for his outstanding play in
the game..
"Most people made it like
the Washington Redskins were
Ringling Brothers Circus," he
said. "When the circus comes
to town, people come to see the
'Fat Man' and the 'Man with
Two Heads.' We came to San
Diego and everybody talked of
the Washiugton Redskins as
the team with a black quarterback.
"Nobody
gave us
a cbanceto
win
the football
game.·
Before·.
the game, the MVP wasn't on
my mind. I thought they'd
given it to (Denver quarterback) John Elway. I
thought we'd concentrate on
winning the game."

U.S. hockey team reduces roster

this year's Games. Another
Indian group, the Lubicons,
have staged peaceful
demonstrations at Olympicrelated events.
McMaster has yet to form
specilic plans for the
demonstration and i:;. unsure
the number of people that will
participate, he said Tuesday.
"1 want to be peaceful but
somebvdy has to l<tand up and
dl) something," he said from

-

-~~

Blackfoot Indians threaten
to disrupt Olympic torch run
CALGARY, Alberta
(UPI) - The U.S. Olympic
hockey team released
forwards Tom Chorske and
Brad Jones Tuesday to
reach the roster limit of 20
ska~ and three goalies.
Chorske played two years
at the Umversity of Minnesota and was a first-round
draft choice of the Montreal
Canadians in 1985. He had
nine goals and 16 assists for
the Americans on their 60game exhibition tour.
Jones, an eight-round
selection of the Winnipeg
Jets in 1984, scored 'rT goals
with 23 assists on the U.S.
team tour. He played
collegiately at the
University of Michigan.
"Both of these players are

. . . . . . .1_.1
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Super Bowl MVP ready to' relax

CALGARY. Alberta (UPI)
- The chief of the Blackfoot
Indians distanced himself
Tuesday from a threat by
some band members to disrupt
the Olympic torch run when it
reaches Calgary Saturday, the
day the Winter Games opeL.
''The Blackfoot support the
Olympics and support the city
of Calgary," Chief Strater
Crowfoot said from the band's
reservation, 35 miles east of
Calgary. "There is no reason
why we should change that."
Blackfoot band member
Harley McMaster announced
the demonstration Monday,
~ Indian leaders had
not done enough to regain
lands the Indians claim were
wrongly taken from them by
the government.
"He has his own views and
his own beliefs," Crowfoot said
of McMaster. "Being a
democracy he can act how he
wants. I would not support
him. Our land claim concerns
should not disrupt the spirit of
the Olympics."
The three-month transCanada torch relay reaches
Calgary Saturday. The last leg
will be run by a still·
undisclosed person, who will
light the tor('h at McMahon
Stadium during the Olympic
.
opening ceremonies.
McMasler'~
threat
represc ... t.e<i the first hint of
any p()I:'icaJ dlsWrbaocl'S at

......... " ...~\

outstanding
bockey
players," U.8. Coach Dave
Peterson said, "but it
simply became a numbers
game for us. Both Chorske
and Jones have been a vital
part of this team during our
pre-{)lympics tour. "
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-The ice surfaces used
for Olympic competition are
holding up· well, despite
almost constant use by
hockey players and figure
skaters.
"I've been so impressed
with the ice," Dave King,
coach of the Canadian
hockey team, said. "It's
going to gut heavy use, and
if this is any indication of
how it's going to stand up,
it's going to be terrific...
the reservation. "If we do this
we'D let the world know. We
the grassroot Indians, we the
younger generation, must fight
for our cause."

McMaster said the Blackfoot
have a claim to a parcel of land
near Banff, which is west of
Calgary. The Lublcons have
been squabbling with the
government over a 48-year-old
land claim in northern
Alberta.

Last

Men's tennis loses three matches in Indiana
By Jeff Grieser
Staff Writer

th~: mOT'si::nn:u!rn:n~~~ ~
Bloomington, Ind.
The Salukis, 1-4, lost 5-4 to Miami (of
Ohio) and 8-1 to Indiana on Saturday
then lost 6-3 to Vanderbilt on Sunday.
The Salukis now have lost four
straight since the season opening
victory over Northern Illinois.
Against Miami (of Ohio), SIU-C got
straight set wins from its top three
players, Jairo Aldana, Fabiano
Ramos. and Mickey Maule.

Maule also captured wins against
Indiana and Vanderbilt.
"Mickey has played really well so
far," Coach Dick LeFevre said. "He
played against some good people this
weekend and he played great every
time. I think we're going to leave him
at the No. 2 spotfor a while."
No. 4 Juan Martinez and No. 5
George Rime suffered three set losses
and No. 6 Dean Russell lost to Brad
NassarH.6-3.
Rime and Martinez took the Salukis'
only doubles win of the weekend when
they beat Tim Keller and Andy Keller
4-6, 6-3, 6-4.

SIU-C had its hands full Saturday
evening when they faced Big Ten
power Indiana. Maule, who was
playing in the No. 2 spot against the
Hoosiers, got the Salukis' only win.
Ramos was the only other Saluki to
go three sets, but lost to Charles Wright
6-7,6-1,6-4 in No.3 singles.
Doubles proved to be a problem once
again for SIU-C, which lost all three of
its doubles matches against Indiana.
No. 1 Maule and Ramos lost to
Gunnar Salumaa and Sven Salumaa 75,7-5.
No.2 Martinez and Rime lost 7 ~, 7-6

and NO.3 Aldana and Russell lost 2-6, 75,6-1.
Maule, Ramos, and Martinez led
SIU-C to a split in singles competition,
with all three winning three set matches.
Maule and Ramos had been alternating between the Nos. 2 and 3 spots
before the weekend.
"We've had limited practice time
indoors as it is," LeFevre said. "With
the time we've had so far we have
almost no time for doubles practice.
"We have more tough matches the
next couple or weeks but we're just
going to keep improving," he said.

Illini OlJt to halt losing skid
against Big Ten opponents
URBANA (UPI) - Illinois rebounding better, but is not
basketball coach Lou Henson shooting well, particularly in
said Tuesday that although his the second half. Against Inteam is riding out an 0-4 skid, diana, for instance, the Illini
the players are ire good shape connected on a lukewarm 42
going into this week's contests percent of their shots from the
against Minnesota and floor in the second half.
"We have lost four; we need
Michigan State.
to win one. A win would really
Henson attributed a part of help," Henson said. "The
the squad's problems to a
schedule is tough
schedule that pitted the Illini random
because we played so many
against SOJU of the nation's good teams at the same time.
top teams on the road. First We're doing a good job, we're
there was a pair of defeats to just having a tough time with
12th-ranked Michigan and No. the top teams.
3 Arizona when Arizona was
"We've gone not only
rated NO.1 in the nation.
against outstanding teams, but
Dlinois, ra:lked in the Top 20 we've had to do it on the road.
la£t wed:, fo.llowed that up by
dropping games to unranked ~~~ ~nth~r:~~n~
Ohio State and Indiana. The We need to rebound and get
last was a frustrating 75-74 loss back into it. We've just lost to
to the Hoosiers at Illinois' some excellent teams."
Illinois, 14-8 overall with a 4home court.
Henson said the team is 5 Big 10 record, hopes to win at

least five of its remaining nine
games and secure a bid in the
NCAA tournament, the coach
said. That may be a large task
for Illinois, which still must
play Iowa, Purdue, Michigan,
Obio State and Indiana.
Illinois' next test comes
against Minnesota Thursday
night at home. And while the
Golden Gophers are at the
bottom of the Big Ten beap
with a 1-7 conference mark,
Henson said his players should
not count ona win.
"Minnesota's getting better
all the time," he said.
"They're running their pa tterns better and they'll be a
much tougher team than when
we played them last time."
The two teams last met on
Jan. 7, when the Illini
prevailed in a 65-61 overtime
victory.

iJJJ/JIrA.

with specIal guest:

Cardinals get pitcher from Sox
ST. LOUIS (UPJ) - The st. Louis Cardinals leadoff hitter since 1983. He has the potential to
acquired pitcber Jose DeLeon from the Chicago be one of the exciting new players in the
White Sox: Tuesday in exchange for veteran American League," Himes said.
pitcher Rick Horton and rookie outfielder Lance
"We now have speed at the top of the order
Johnson.
a player who has always had a good onIn four seasons with the Cardinals, Horton, 28, with
base percentage in the minor leauges," be said.
was 22-12 with 12 saves as a starter and
said he is impressed with Horton's
Himes
reliever.
Johnson played 33 games for the Cardinals strikeout record.
last year, batting .220. He bit .333 with
"He is a highly intelligent player whose atLouisville in the American Association and was titude will be a plus for our ballclub," Himes
named the AA's MVP and Rookie of the Year.
said.
DeLeon, a 27-year-old right-hander, was 11-12
Cardinals General Manager Dal Maxvill said
Johnson needed to play every day and would not for the White Sox in 1987 with a 4.02 ERA. In a
little more than three seasons with the White
be able to do so on the Cardinals.
Sox, his record was 32-55 with a 3.91 ERA.
Larry Himes, White Sox vice president and
"All the people in Ute Cardinals' organization
general manager, said Johnson is the top
candidate to be the White Sox leadoff hitter.
have liked DeLeon for a number of years:'
"Lance will be our club's first legitimate Maxvill said.

Wild Dogs score at :25
to defeat Evansville, 6·4
season cowmg moo ·J.'bunoaay
night's game.
Steve Bychowski and Jim
Scott Jeffreys' goal with :25 Owens each had one goal for
to play proved to be the game- the Wild Dogs, which have not
winner as the Wild Dogs lost since the beginning of the
hockey club downed the spring semester.
Evansville Horizons 6-4 in
The Dogs have lost only
Evansville, Ind.
three times and tied once in 15
The goal was the result of a league games this season.
scramble in front of the net in
Thursday's win was not
which Jeffreys came away impressive, however, as the
with the puck, ~oalie Darren Dogs had to scratch and claw
Kohlenberger sald.
for the entire 60 minutes to
Dominick Esposito got his come away with the win,
third goal, a hat trick, with an Kohlenberger said.
open net goal seconds after
"We ),ust did pull it out," be
Jeffrey's score. Esposito had said.• We didn't 1eserve it,
only three goals for the entire they outshot us by eight. "

-When Berghuis scored 14
points in the loss to Drake it
was the first time in seven
games she was high scorer.
She had 18 in the win over
Wichita State on Jan. 15. Amy
P.aKt'cs' 11 rebounds against
r !rid'e wa:' a ('areer high.

Tickets evallable at all the usual
SIU Arena Outlets.

i)

Staff Writer

other players are averaging in
double figures. Mary Berghuis
is at 10.8 ppg and sP..aJs at 10.5
ppg. BerghuiS leads in
rebounds (58) and steals (25),
Cathy Kampwerth has 25
biocked shots and Dana Z.·itzpatrick has 66 %sis(s.

GOOD SEATS STILL
AVAILABLE!!

?ROFESSIONAL
EVELOPMENT

By Jeff Grieser

SCOTT, from Page 28--

Live at the SIU Arena
Sunday Feb.21 t 7:00 pm
Tickets $16 &' $14 RESERVED
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Scott: We're ready to quiet critics
By Troy Taylor
StatfWriter

The women's basketball
team is 14-7 overall, tied with
two other teams for second in
the Gateway C'.onference at 103, and hasn't been in the
national rankings yet this
year.
Last season, the team won 28
games, lost ooly three, captured both the Gateway's
regular season title and
postseason tournament, and
beat Louisiana State ill the
second round of the NCAAl;.
The comparisons between
the two seas~ are being
drawn, but Coach Cindy Scotf
said she and her players are
ready to prove to the doubters
that the current t'!am is
prepared to play.
"They've heard the
criticism," Sectt said, "and
they're ready to quiet the
critics."
Bridgett Bonds, the conference Player of the Year in
1987, has taken the brunt of the
criticism, Scott said. Yct she
points out that opposing
defenses are keying on Bonds.
"Every time the child
touches the ball she's doubleand triple-teamed," Scott said.
Bonds leads the team with
11.0 points per game. She
averages 6.2 rebounds. Last
season she scored 14.2 ppg and
had 8.1 rebounds.
High expectations and the
pressure to duplicate last
season's perf.>rmance has had
an adverse effect on the team,
Scott said.
"I've seen our big kids miss
so many inside shots, they are
playing tight," Scott said
"They have played tight since
the beginning of the season.
They have felt the pressure to
be as good as last year. Now
there's pressure to make up
for the losses.
"We've tried to tell them to
relax, to go out and have fun
and play naturally," Scott
said. "I can't get down on the
kids, they are trying. They are
doing what we ask them to
do."
The players aren't the only
ones feeling the pressure.
"They know I feel the

Women's basketball coach Cindy Scott said, "They know I feel the pressure, they can see It In my eyes."

pressure, they can see it in my ball with a tie score and 27
eyes," Scott said. <II felt more seconds left in regulation, yet
pressure at Northern -.JWa failed to get off a shot_
than I can ever recall...
<'That was disallpointing,
The Salukis barely beat but the kids are not &1aken by
Northern Iowa, 60-58 ill it," Scott said. "They are
hungry to get back rAlt there
overtime last Thursday.
Scott said the team is ready and win. I think they unto bounce back from Satur- derstand they can st'JI win this
day's 57-52 overtime loss to thing if t.bf,y just 1 elax and
Drake in Des MOines, Iowa. In ignore tiRl criticism."
that game the Salukis had the
Indiana State is in flrSt in the

Tyson, actress wed twice;
friends taken by surprise
NEW YORK

Heavyweight

(UPl) -

champion
and actress
Robin Givens had a rematch
Tuesday when they were
married at a civil ceremony
two days after they were
secretly wed at a Chicago
church ceremony.
Tyson, 21, and Givens, 23,
of -ABC's "Head of the
Class," were married at 9
a.m. at the municipal
building, according to city
clerk Carlos Cuevas.
Cuevas said the couple
"brought about three or four
pet'?le with them," to the
civil ceremony.
"I heard them say
something about getting
married again this
weekend," Cuevas said.
The couple was first
married Sunday by Rev.
George Clements, a Roman
Mike Tyson

"I'm absolutely
thrilled because this
is the greatest thing
to happen to Mike
Tyson other than his
winning of the
'heavyweight championship."
-co-manager Jim Jacobs
Catholic priest, in the chapel
of the Holy Angels rectory.
Tyson fought an exhibition
match in November that
helped raise $50,000 to
rebuild Clement's Holy
Angels Church. Tyson and
Givens attended the NBA
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All-Star Game in Chicago
before the wedding.
Tyson, 33-0 with 29
knockouts, had a Tuesday
night news conference
scheduled to help promote
his March 21 bout in Tokyo
against Tony Tubbs. The
conference was to be held in
New York and televised by
satellite to Japan.
The Sunday wedding took
Tyson's closest friends by
surprise.
"I'm absolutely thrilled
because this is the greatest
thing to happen to Mike
Tyson other than his win~'1ing
of the heavyweight championship," his. clrmanager
Jim Jacobs said. "He's
married the most complete
and captivating woman I've
ever met.
"I didn't know he was
going to get L18ITied."

Gateway_ Eastern Illinois,
Illinois State and SW-C are
tied for second. "It has turned
into a very hotly contested
race," Scott said.
Other Dotes:

M~~

'r::: tf~~~

team members got to rub
shoulders with Democratic
presidential candidate Jesse

Jackson, who was at the
team's lodgings at the Holiday
Lm-South. Tonda Seals, Diane
Biedeck, Deanna Sanders,
Eileen Richardson and
manager Jackie Chatman had
a photograph taken with
Jackson.
-In addition to Bonds, two
See SCOTT, hge 26

MVC honors Tulsa's Moore
Tracy Moore of the Tulsa
Hurricanes was named the
Missouri Valley Cooference
Player of the Week.
The senior guard averaged
29 points in three games last
week. He hit 28 of 48 of his
field-goal attempts for 62
percent and made 21 of 26 free
throwsfor81percenlHemaoo
10 of 16 three-pointers for 63
percent He also had eight
assists and nine rebounds.
In Tulsa's 9S-74 win at home
against the Salukis, Moore
scored a career-bigh 41 points.

He made 12 of 13 field-goal
attempts and 13 of 15 free
throws. It was the lOth highest
single-game point total in
Tulsa history.
Moore scored 27 points in a
94-92 double overtime loss at
Creighton. His two free throws
with one second Idt sent the
game into the v..cood overtime.
In Tulsa's 72-57

loss at
Brigham Young, Moore scored
19 points against the natioo's
third-ranked team.

Wichita State first; SIU-C at No~ 7
(AaofFIlb.10)
w.....-,.·oa_
BtadIey at De Paul
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WichItaSIaIa
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5·2
5-3
5·3
4-4
3-5

14·7
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13-8
7-14
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Creighton
tIinoisSlate

Drake
Tulsa
Southern Hlinoia
Indiana State
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ThundIIy'• . , . . .
Drake at Creighton
Wochila State at Indiana State

Satunllly'·I1_
Creighton at 8radIey
Drake at IkIois Slala
Wochila State at Sou1hem IIinois
Tulsa at Indiana State

